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Fisk, Lear, McClure, Ollis, 
Sponsored by:  Schilling, Simpson, and Ferguson 

First Reading:  Second Reading: 
SUBSTITUTE 
COUNCIL BILL 2018-267 GENERAL ORDINANCE 

AN ORDINANCE 

AMENDING the Springfield City Code, Chapter 36, ‘Land Development Code,’ Article 1 
III, ‘Zoning Regulations,’ Division 2, ‘Rules of Interpretation and 2 
Definitions,’ Section 36-321, ‘Definitions,’ by adding a definition for 3 
‘Short-Term Stay Rentals’; amending Division 4, ‘District Regulations,’ 4 
by adding as a permitted use Short-Term Stay Rentals to each district 5 
contained therein; amending Division 5, ‘Supplemental District 6 
Regulations,’ Section 36-451, ‘Home Occupations’; and adding new 7 
section 36-472, ‘Short-Term Rentals,’ establishing rules and regulations 8 
for operation and location of Short-Term Stay Rentals; and designating 9 
an effective date for said amendments. 10 
______________________________________________ 11 

12 
WHEREAS, the City of Springfield desires to preserve the quality, integrity and 13 

stability of its residential areas; and 14 
15 

WHEREAS, the City has enacted a variety of ordinances which govern the 16 
extent and location of certain uses, including overnight lodging; and 17 

18 
WHEREAS,  the City has established a general prohibition of rentals for less 19 

than 30 days in furtherance of its efforts to preserve residential areas; and 20 
21 

WHEREAS,  the City has identified a new trend of allowing rentals of less than 22 
30 days in residential areas; and 23 

24 
WHEREAS, the City, after review and input from various groups, has determined 25 

a desire to allow and the need to regulate this activity to fulfill the goals set forth above. 26 
27 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF 28 
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI, as follows, that: 29 

30 
Section 1 – Chapter 36 of the Springfield City Code, ‘Land Development Code,’ 31 
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is hereby amended to add new sections and amend existing sections to provide for the 32 
use set forth, to read as shown in “Exhibit A,” which is attached hereto and incorporated 33 
herein by this reference. 34 

35 
Section 2 – Savings Clause. Nothing in this Ordinance shall be construed to 36 

affect any suit or proceeding now pending in any court or any rights acquired or liability 37 
nor any cause or causes of action occurred or existing, under any act or ordinance 38 
repealed hereby. Nor shall any right or remedy of any character be lost, impaired, or 39 
affected by this Ordinance. 40 

41 
Section 3 – Severability Clause. If any section, subsection, sentence, clause, or 42 

phrase of this Ordinance is for any reason held to be invalid, such decision shall not 43 
affect the validity of the remaining portions of this Ordinance. City Council hereby 44 
declares that it would have adopted the ordinance and each section, subsection, 45 
sentence, clause, or phrase thereof, irrespective of the fact that any one or more 46 
sections, subsection, sentence, clause, or phrase be declared invalid. 47 

48 
Section 4 – This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after 49 

passage. 50 
51 

Passed at meeting: 52 
53 
54 

Mayor 55 
56 

Attest: , City Clerk 57 
58 

Filed as Ordinance: 59 
60 
61 

Approved as to form: , Assistant City Attorney 62 
63 
64 

Approved for Council action: , City Manager 65 
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SUPPLEMENTAL EXPLANATION SHEET TO SUBSTITUTE COUNCIL BILL 
2018 - 267 

FILED: 01-08-19 

ORIGINATING DEPARTMENT:  Planning and Development 

PURPOSE: To amend the permitted uses subsections in all base zoning districts in 
Division 4 of the Zoning Ordinance; clarify Section 36-451, ‘Home Occupations;’ add a 
new Section 36-472, ‘Short-Term Rentals;’ and a definition to allow Short-Term Rentals 
under certain conditions and requirements. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 

ZONING ORDINANCE TEXT AMENDMENT – SHORT-TERM RENTAL 
AMENDMENTS 

The original Short-Term Rental Amendments were considered by Planning and Zoning 
Commission on January 11, 2018, and City Council on January 29, 2018. On February 
26th, City Council remanded revisions back to Planning and Zoning Commission. On 
April 12th, Planning and Zoning Commission considered revised amendments that were 
remanded from City Council. On June 7th, City Council referred revised amendments to 
City Council’s Plans and Policies Committee. Plans and Policies Committee held 
meetings on June 21st, August 16th and September 20th, to discuss additional revisions. 
On October 11th, Planning and Zoning Commission considered the revised 
amendments recommended by Plans and Policies. City Council considered the Plans 
and Policies recommendation on November 5th. On November 19th, City Council 
proposed additional revisions with a substitute bill and remanded these changes to 
Planning and Zoning Commission who reviewed the substitute language on December 
6th. Planning and Zoning Commission recommends approval of these revisions to City 
Council: 

Modify the Short-Term Rental (“STR”) Type 1 definition to permit unlimited short-
term rentals in a legal accessory apartment located in the primary structure or 
historic carriage-house when the property owner is present on the premise.  Type 
1s are otherwise limited to no more than 95 days in a calendar year when the owner is 
absent from the premise.  

Clarify that advertising or promoting a noncompliant Short-Term Rental using a 
third-part intermediary will be a violation of the Ordinance. 

Implement a grace period for implementation of the density limitation.  Applicants 
for STR Type 2s who file within the first thirty (30) days of passage of the Ordinance will 
not be subject to the density limitations.  This will apply to existing and new STRs.  
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Change the separation requirement to a density limitation for Short-Term Rental 
Type 2s.  Type 2s will be limited to no more than one Type 2 or bed and breakfast per 
eight residential structures on a block face in R-SF or R-TH districts. No STR Type 2 will 
be permitted on a block face with fewer than four (4) residential structures, unless an 
appeal is granted by City Council. Block face is defined as one side of a street, from one 
intersection to the next, excluding alleys. Residential structures are determined by the 
mailing address assigned to each.  

Change the protest provision to a consent provision for Short-Term Rental Type 
2s.  Type 2 applicants will be required to present a notarized affidavit with the signatures 
of fifty-five percent (55%) of the adjacent residential property owners, including those 
adjoining and immediately across the street from the proposed STR, indicating their 
consent to the STR Type 2.  Prior to submitting their application, including the affidavit, to 
the City, the applicant must conduct a neighborhood meeting to discuss their proposal.  
Notification and posting requirements remain the same as the original bill.  The applicant 
may apply to City Council for a Resolution granting the STR Type 2 permit if they are 
unable to obtain the requisite signatures. 

The Development Issues Input Group (“DIIG”), Downtown Springfield Association 
(“DSA”), Commercial Club and all Registered Neighborhood Associations were notified 
of these amendments and public hearing dates. 

FINDINGS FOR STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 

1. Short-Term Rentals are currently not permitted in the Zoning Ordinance. The
current ordinance only allows the rental of a residential dwelling for more than 30
days. Short-Term Rentals are a growing land use that needs to be addressed
with certain conditions and requirements in the Zoning Ordinance to be
compatible with other residential uses. The reason for the short-term rental
ordinance is to allow this growing industry while protecting the integrity of single-
family neighborhoods within the community.

2. The proposed Zoning Ordinance will allow three Types of Short Term Rentals;
owner-occupied in the R-SF and R-TH with limited rental days, non-owner
occupied in the R-SF and R-TH which requires a Short-Term Rental permit, and
the third Short Term Rental type is allowed in all other districts but limited to two
per premise.

REMARKS: 

The Planning and Zoning Commission held a public hearing on December 6, 2018, and 
recommended approval, by a vote of 5 to 3, of the proposed changes to the Zoning 
Ordinance.  

The Planning and Development Staff recommends approval of the proposed 
amendments. 
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Submitted by: 

__________________________ 
Daniel Neal, Senior Planner 

Recommended by: Approved by: 

_____________________________ ______________________________ 
Mary Lilly Smith, Director Jason Gage, City Manager  

EXHIBITS: 
Exhibit A, Short-Term Rental Amendments 
Exhibit B, Record of Proceedings 
Exhibit C, Development Review Staff Report 

ATTACHMENTS: 
Attachment 1, Department Comments 
Attachment 2, Proposed Amendments 
Attachment 3, Public Comments and Correspondence 
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SHORT-TERM RENTAL 
AMENDMENTS 

Note: Language to be added is underlined, language to be deleted is stricken. 

Sec. 36-321. - Definitions. 

Short-Term Rental: The rental of an entire dwelling, or any portion thereof, for a period of not more 
than 30 days, where the owner is engaged in a contract for the rental of that specific dwelling, or any 
portion thereof. Short-term rentals are further categorized as Type 1, 2 or 3 and subject to the 
conditions set forth in this Article. 

Sec. 36-380. - R-SF - Single-family residential district. 

(2) Permitted uses.
(o) Short-term rental type 1 or 2 in accordance with section 36-472.
(po) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
(qp) Tier I and II wireless facilities in accordance with section 36-466, telecommunication towers. 
(rq) Transitional housing for single-family use.  
(sr) Zero-lot-line construction, in accordance with section 36-362, zero-lot-line construction.  

Sec. 36-381. - R-TH - Residential townhouse district. 

(2) Permitted uses.
(p) Short-term rental type 1 or 2 in accordance with section 36-472.
(qp) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
(rq) Tier I and II wireless facilities in accordance with section 36-466, telecommunication towers. 
(sr) Townhouses.  
(ts) Transitional housing for single-family or low to moderate residential density.  
(ut) Zero-lot-line construction, in accordance with section 36-362, zero-lot-line construction.  
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Sec. 36-382. - R-LD - Low-density multifamily residential district. 

(2) Permitted uses.
(r) Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

382(2)(a) if applicable.  
(sr) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
(ts) Tier I and II wireless facilities in accordance with section 36-466, telecommunication towers. 
(ut) Transitional housing for single-family or low to moderate residential density.  
(vu) Zero-lot-line construction, in accordance with section 36-362, zero-lot-line construction.  

Sec. 36-383. - R-MD - Medium-density multifamily residential district. 

(2) Permitted uses.
(r) Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

383(2)(c) if applicable.  
(sr) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
(ts) Tier I and II wireless facilities in accordance with section 36-466, telecommunication towers. 
(ut) Transitional housing for single-family or low to moderate residential density.  
(vu) Zero-lot-line construction, in accordance with section 36-362, zero-lot-line construction.  

Sec. 36-384. - R-HD - High-density multifamily residential district. 

(2) Permitted uses.
(u) Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

384(2)(c) if applicable.  
(vu) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
(wv)Tier I and II wireless facilities in accordance with section 36-466, telecommunication towers. 
(xw)Transitional housing for single-family or low to moderate residential density.  
(yx) Zero-lot-line construction, in accordance with section 36-362, zero-lot-line construction.  

Sec. 36-385. - R-MHC - Manufactured home community district. 

(2) Permitted uses.
(p) Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472.
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(qp) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
(rq) Tier I and II wireless facilities in accordance with section 36-466, telecommunication towers. 
(sr) Transitional housing for single-family.  
(ts) Zero-lot-line construction, in accordance with section 36-362, zero-lot-line construction.  

Sec. 36-400. - O - Office districts. 

(2) Permitted uses.
(v) Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

400(2)(b) or (r) if applicable. 
(wv)Schools or development centers for persons with handicaps or development disabilities. 
(xw)Substance abuse treatment facilities for 50 or fewer residents, provided the facility:  

1. Is located at least 2,000 feet from any other substance abuse treatment facility,
emergency shelter, soup kitchen, transitional service shelter, substance abuse treatment
facility, or any community corrections facility, jail, prison, or detention facility, as measured
from property lines; and

2. A plan of operation, including, but not limited to, administration contact information, patron
access requirements, hours of operation and security measures, is on file with the City of
Springfield Planning and Development Department.

(yx) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
(zy) Tier I and II wireless facilities in accordance with section 36-466, telecommunication towers. 

Sec. 36-401. - GI - Government and institutional use district. 
(2) Permitted uses.

(cc) Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-
401(2)(c) if applicable. 

(ddcc) Substance abuse treatment facilities for 50 or fewer residents, provided the facility:
1. Is located at least 2,000 feet from any other substance abuse treatment facility,

emergency shelter, soup kitchen, transitional service shelter, substance abuse treatment
facility, or any community corrections facility, jail, prison, or detention facility, as measured
from property lines; and

2. A plan of operation, including but not limited to: administration contact information, patron
access requirements, hours of operation and security measures, is on file with the City of
Springfield Planning and Development Department.

(eedd) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
(ffee) Tier I wireless facilities in accordance with section 36-466, telecommunication towers. 
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(ggff) Tier III wireless facilities in accordance with section 36-466, telecommunication towers,
provided wireless towers 60 feet or greater in height allow collocation of at least one additional
provider's facilities.  

(hhgg) Tier IV wireless facilities in accordance with section 36-466, telecommunication towers,
provided wireless towers are setback from any residential district at least two feet for every
one foot of tower height and allow collocation of at least one additional provider's facilities or
at least two additional providers' facilities if the tower height is 120 feet or greater.  

(iihh) Other towers, less than 100 feet in height, and related facilities provided
telecommunication towers comply with section 36-466, telecommunication towers. 

Sec. 36-409. - WC - West College Street district. 

(2) WC-1, Mixed-use sub-area.
(a) Permitted uses.

21. Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472.
(3) WC - 2, live/work sub-area.

(b) Permitted uses.
10. Renting sleeping rooms and serving meals to not more than two persons (and not

exceeding three unrelated) not members of the family occupying the dwelling unit for more
than 30 days unit provided one off-street parking space is provided for each person.

22. Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472.
(4) WC - 3, residential sub-area.

(a) Permitted uses.
14. Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472.
1514.Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
1615.Townhouses.  
1716.Zero-lot-line construction, in accordance with section 36-362, zero-lot-line construction. 

Sec. 36-420. - LB - Limited business district. 

(2) Permitted uses.
(n) Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

420(2)(b) or (l) if applicable.  
(on) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
(po) Tier I and II wireless facilities in accordance with section 36-466, telecommunication towers. 
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(qp) Water reservoirs, water standpipes, and elevated and ground-level water storage tanks. 

Sec. 36-421. - GR - General retail district. 

(2) Permitted uses.
(bb) Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

421(2)(b) or (w) if applicable. 
(ccbb) Taxidermists. 
(ddcc) Temporary lodging use group.
(eedd) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses. 
(ffee) Temporary vendors as permitted under subsection 36-452(3)(b)2. 
(ggff) Towers other than wireless facilities, less than 100 feet in height, and related facilities

provided telecommunication towers comply with section 36-466, telecommunication towers. 
(hhgg) Veterinary clinics, animal hospitals, pet daycare services, pet grooming facilities and

kennels. No outside activities shall be permitted for kennels. Veterinary clinics, animal
hospitals, pet daycare services and pet grooming facilities may have supervised outside
activities, which are defined as having a single animal under the physical control of an
individual. All outside activity spaces shall be fully enclosed and screened from adjacent
residential uses, districts and all public rights-of-way with a six-foot tall barrier that is in
conformance with subsection 36-480(3). No outside activity spaces shall be located within 25
feet of any residential use or district, and all animal waste shall be collected and disposed of
on a daily basis.  

Sec. 36-422. - HC - Highway commercial district. 

(2) Permitted uses.
(pp)  Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

422(2)(c) or (kk) if applicable. 
(qqpp) Swimming pool sales and displays. 
(rrqq) Taxi dispatch yards and offices. 
(ssrr) Taxidermists.  
(ttss) Temporary lodging use group. 
(uutt) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses. 
(vvuu) Temporary vendors as permitted under subsection 36-452(3)(b)2. 
(wwvv) Overnight shelters or transitional service shelters for 50 or fewer residents, which are

located at least 500 feet from a residential district, as measured from property lines provided
that no overnight shelter or transitional service shelter shall locate within a 2,000-foot radius
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of another transitional service shelter, soup kitchen, overnight shelter, substance abuse
treatment facility or community correctional facility as measured from property lines, in 
accordance with subsection 36-363(10)(b)5. In no event shall a certificate of occupancy be
issued for a transitional service shelter herein if it is less than 1,000 feet from an elementary
or secondary school as measured from property lines.  

(xxww) Upholstery shops. 
(yyxx) Veterinary clinics, animal hospitals, pet daycare services, pet grooming facilities, and

kennels. No outside activities shall be permitted for kennels. Veterinary clinics, animal
hospitals, pet daycare services, and pet grooming facilities may have supervised outside
activities, which are defined as having a single animal under the physical control of an
individual. All outside activity spaces shall be fully enclosed and screened from adjacent
residential uses, districts and all public rights-of-way with a six-foot tall barrier that is in
conformance with subsection 36-480(3). No outside activity spaces shall be located within 25
feet of any residential use or district, and all animal waste shall be collected and disposed of
on a daily basis.  

(zzyy) Wholesale sales. 

Sec. 36-423. - CS - Commercial service district. 

(2) Permitted uses.
(xx) Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

423(2)(b) if applicable. 
(yyxx) Substance abuse treatment facilities for 50 or fewer residents, provided the facility: 

1. Is located at least 2,000 feet from any other substance abuse treatment facility, or 2,000
feet from any emergency shelter, soup kitchen, transitional service shelter or community
corrections facility, as measured from property lines; and

2. A plan of operation, including, but not limited to: administration contact information, patron
access requirements, hours of operations and security measures, is on file with the City
of Springfield Planning and Development Department.

(zzyy) Swimming pool sales and display. 
(aaazz) Taxi dispatch yards and offices.  
(bbbaaa) Taxidermists.  
(cccbbb) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses. 
(dddccc) Temporary vendors as permitted under subsection 36-452(3)(b)2.
(eeeddd) Towers other than wireless facilities, less than 100 feet in height and related facilities.
(fffeee) Overnight shelters or transitional service shelters for 50 or fewer residents, which are

located at least 500 feet from a residential district, as measured from property lines provided
that no overnight shelter or transitional service shelter shall locate within a 2,000-foot radius
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of another transitional service shelter, soup kitchen, overnight shelter, substance abuse
treatment facility or community correctional facility as measured from property lines, in 
accordance with subsection 36-363(10)(b)5. In no event shall a certificate of occupancy be
issued for a transitional service shelter herein if it is less than 1,000 feet from an elementary
or secondary school as measured from property lines.  

(gggfff) Truck stops. 
(hhhggg) Upholstery shops. 
(iiihhh) Veterinary clinics, animal hospitals and outdoor kennels provided that at the time the use

is established any outdoor activities are clearly accessory to the primary use and provided
that no outdoor activities are located closer than a 300-foot radius from a building used for a
church, school, hotel, motel, or restaurant, or from a property zoned residential or a building
used for residential purposes.  

(jjjiii) Wholesale sales use group. 

Sec. 36-424. - CC - Center city district. 

(2) Permitted uses.
(nn)  Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

424(2)(ii) if applicable. 
(oonn) Substance abuse treatment facilities for 50 or fewer residents, provided the facility: 

1. Is located at least 2,000 feet from any other substance abuse treatment facility, or 2,000
feet from any emergency shelter, soup kitchen, transitional service shelter or community
corrections facility, as measured from property lines; and

2. A plan of operation, including, but not limited to: Administration contact information, patron
access requirements, hours of operations and security measures, is on file with the City
of Springfield Planning and Development Department.

(ppoo) Taxi dispatch yards and offices. 
(qqpp) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses. 
(rrqq) Temporary lodging use group. 
(ssrr) Towers other than wireless facilities, less than 100 feet in height, and related facilities. 
(ttss) Veterinary clinics. Facilities may have supervised outside activities, which are defined

as having a single animal under the physical control of an individual. All outside activity spaces
shall be fully enclosed and screened from adjacent residential uses, districts and all public
rights-of-way with a six-foot tall barrier that is in conformance with subsection 36-480(3). No
outside activity spaces shall be located within 25 feet of any residential use or district, and all
animal waste shall be collected and disposed of on a daily basis.  

(uutt) Wholesale sales. 
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Sec. 36-425. - COM - Commercial street district. 

(2) Permitted uses.
(b) The following uses are only permitted above the first floor or in the second layer of the first

floor unless the development project is greater than 10,000 square feet in total floor area,
which requires a conditional use permit for the use set out in this subsection. The first layer of
the first floor is the first 50 feet of lot depth measured from the front of the lot. The second
layer is located behind the first 50 feet of lot depth measured from the front of the lot. An
entrance and hallway through the first layer to provide access to the second layer or upper
floors is permitted.
14. Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in

36-425(2)(b) if applicable.

Sec. 36-430. - RI - Restricted industrial district. 

(2) Permitted uses.
(y) Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

430(2)(c) if applicable. 
(zy)  Swimming pool sales and display. 
(aaz) Taxidermists.  
(bbaa) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses. 
(ccbb) Towers other than wireless facilities, less than 100 feet in height, and related facilities. 
(ddcc) Upholstery shops.
(eedd) Veterinary clinics, animal hospitals, and kennels, with no outside activities. 
(ffee) Warehouses, storage and distribution centers. 
(ggff) Wholesale sales. 

Sec. 36-431. - LI - Light industrial district. 

(2) Permitted uses.
(w) Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

431(2)(c) if applicable. 
(xw) Substance abuse treatment facilities for 50 or fewer residents, provided the facility: 
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1. Is located at least 2,000 feet from any other substance abuse treatment facility, or 2,000
feet from any emergency shelter, soup kitchen, transitional service shelter or community
corrections facility, as measured from property lines; and

2. A plan of operation, including but not limited to: administration contact information, patron
access requirements, hours of operations and security measures, is on file with the City
of Springfield Planning and Development Department.

(yx) Swimming pool sales and display.  
(zy) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses. 
(aaz) Towers other than wireless facilities, less than 100 feet in height, and related facilities. 
(bbaa) Upholstery shops. 
(ccbb) Veterinary clinics, animal hospitals and outdoor kennels provided that at the time the use

is established any outdoor activities are clearly accessory to the primary use and provided
that no outdoor activities are located closer than a 300-foot radius from a building used for a
church, school, hotel, motel, or restaurant, or from a property zoned residential or a building
used for residential purposes.  

(ddcc) Warehouses, storage and distribution centers.
(eedd) Wholesale sales and distribution.
(ffee) Wholesale sales use group.

Sec. 36-432. - GM - General manufacturing district. 

(2) Permitted uses.
(cc) Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

432(2)(d) if applicable. 
(ddcc) Substance abuse treatment facilities for 50 or fewer residents, provided the facility:

1. Is located at least 2,000 feet from any other substance abuse treatment facility, or 2,000
feet from any emergency shelter, soup kitchen, transitional service shelter or community
corrections facility, as measured from property lines; and

2. A plan of operation, including but not limited to: Administration contact information, patron
access requirements, hours of operations and security measures, is on file with the City
of Springfield Planning and Development Department.

(eedd) Swimming pool sales and display.  
(ffee) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses. 
(ggff) Towers other than wireless facilities, less than 100 feet in height, and related facilities. 
(hhgg) Upholstery shops.  
(iihh) Vehicle rental, towing and storage services. 
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(jjii) Veterinary clinics, animal hospitals and outdoor kennels provided that at the time the use is
established any outdoor activities are clearly accessory to the primary use and provided that
no outdoor activities are located closer than a 300-foot radius from a building used for a
church, school, hotel, motel, or restaurant, or from a property zoned residential or a building
used for residential purposes.  

(kkjj) Warehouses, storage and distribution centers.  
(llkk) Wholesale sales use group.  

Sec. 36-433. - HM - Heavy manufacturing district.  

(2) Permitted uses.
(mm) Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

433(2)(d) if applicable. 
(nnmm) Stockyards or feed lots.  
(oonn) Substance abuse treatment facilities for 50 or fewer residents, provided the facility:  

1. Is located at least 2,000 feet from any other substance abuse treatment facility, or 2,000
feet from any emergency shelter, soup kitchen, transitional service shelter or community
corrections facility, as measured from property lines; and

2. A plan of operation, including, but not limited to: Administration contact information, patron
access requirements, hours of operations and security measures, is on file with the City
of Springfield Planning and Development Department.

(ppoo) Swimming pool sales and display.  
(qqpp) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses. 
(rrqq) Towers other than wireless facilities, less than 100 feet in height, and related facilities. 
(ssrr) Upholstery shops. 
(ttss) Vehicle rental, towing and storage services. 
(uutt) Veterinary clinics, animal hospitals and outdoor kennels provided that at the time the use

is established any outdoor activities are clearly accessory to the primary use and provided
that no outdoor activities are located closer than a 300-foot radius from a building used for a
church, school, hotel, motel, or restaurant, or from a property zoned residential or a building
used for residential purposes.  

(vvuu) Warehouses, storage and distribution centers.  
(wwvv) Wholesale sales. 
(xxww) Wood preserving operations using formulations of Chrome-Copper-Arsenate (CCA),

pentachlorophenol (PENTA), creosote, and related chemicals. 
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Sec. 36-434. - IC - Industrial commercial district. 

(2) Permitted uses.
(mm) Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

434(2)(d) if applicable. 
(nnmm) Swimming pool sales and display.  
(oonn) Taxi dispatch yards and offices. 
(ppoo) Taxidermists. 
(qqpp) Temporary lodging use group. 
(rrqq) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses. 
(ssrr) Towers other than wireless facilities, less than 100 feet in height, and related facilities. 
(ttss) Upholstery shops. 
(uutt) Veterinary clinics, animal hospitals and outdoor kennels provided that at the time the use

is established any outdoor activities are clearly accessory to the primary use and provided
that no outdoor activities are located closer than a 300-foot radius from a building used for a
church, school, hotel, motel, or restaurant, or from a property zoned residential or a building
used for residential purposes.  

(vvuu) Warehouses, storage and distribution centers.  
(wwvv) Wholesale sales use group. 

Sec. 36-451. - Home occupations. 

(3) Home occupations permitted. Home occupations include, but are not limited to, the following
occupations:
(i) Renting sleeping rooms and serving meals to not more than two persons (and not exceeding

three unrelated) not members of the family occupying the dwelling unit for more than 30 days
provided on off-street parking space is provided for each person.

Sec. 36-472. - Short-Term Rentals. 
(1) Short-Term Rental Type 1

(a) This section shall apply to a Short-Term Rental use that:
1. is rented for periods of less than 30 consecutive days; and
2. is located within a R-SF or R-TH zoning district; and
3. is an owner-occupied primary residence and is not rented for more than 95

days in a calendar year when the owner is absent from the premise; or
4. If the owner is present on the premise during the entire time it is rented,

there is no limit on the number of rental days per year.
(b) The following provisions shall apply to a Short-Term Rental Type 1:
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1. A Short-Term Rental Type 1 shall only be located in the primary structure or
a historic carriage house per Section 36-464.

2. No exterior alterations that would change the single-family character of
the Short-Term Rental Type 1, other than those necessary to ensure the
safety of the structure, shall be made.

3. No residential structure shall be removed for parking or to expand the
Short-Term Rental Type 1.

4. A Short-Term Rental Type 1 shall not be rented solely for receptions,
parties, weddings or any similar activities.

5. The owner of a Short-Term Rental Type 1 shall provide notification as
required by Section 36-472(4).

6. It shall be a violation of this section for an owner to advertise or promote or
to use a third-party intermediary to advertise or promote a Short-Term
Rental Type 1 which is not in compliance with the provisions of this
section.

(c) An affidavit certifying that the primary residence, legal accessory apartment or
historic carriage house will not be rented for more than 95 days in a calendar year
when the owner is absent from the premise.

(d) Annual business license shall be obtained.

(2) Short-Term Rental Type 2
(a) This section shall apply to a Short-Term Rental use that:

1. is rented for periods of less than 30 consecutive days; and
2. is located within a R-SF or R-TH zoning District; and
3. is not an owner-occupied residence or is an owner-occupied primary

residence, legal accessory apartment or historic carriage house and is
rented for more than 95 days in a calendar year when the owner is absent
from the premise.

(b) A certificate of occupancy shall be obtained in accordance with Section 36-333,
Certificate of occupancy.

(c) Annual business license shall be obtained.
(d) The following provisions shall apply to a Short-Term Rental Type 2:

1. Density Limitations: A Short-Term Rental Type 2 shall be limited to no
more than one STR Type 2 or bed and breakfast per eight residential
structures on the block face in R-SF or R-TH districts. No STR Type 2
shall be permitted on a block face with fewer than four residential
structures unless an appeal is granted by City Council (i.e. 1-3: no STR;
4-8: 1 STR; 9-15: 1 STR; 16-23: 2 STR). For purposes of this section,
block face shall be defined as one side of a street, from one intersection
to the next, not including alleys. Residential structures’ block face shall be
determined by the mailing address assigned to each.

2. A Short-Term Rental Type 2 shall only be located in the primary structure or
a historic carriage house per Section 36-464.

3. No exterior alterations that would change the single-family character of
the Short-Term Rental Type 2, other than those necessary to ensure the
safety of the structure, shall be made.
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4. No residential structure shall be removed for parking or to expand the
Short-Term Rental Type 2.

5. A Short-Term Rental Type 2 shall not be rented solely for receptions,
parties, weddings or any similar activities.

6. The owner of a Short-Term Rental Type 2 shall provide notification as
required by Section 36-472(4).

7. It shall be a violation of this section for an owner or operator to advertise or
promote or to use a third-party intermediary to advertise or promote a
Short-Term Rental Type 2 which is not in compliance with the provisions of
this section.

(e) A Short-Term Rental Type 2 permit shall be required for Short-Term Rental Type 2
uses.

1. Application fee. A fee of $350.00 or as set forth in the schedule of fees,
shall accompany any Short-Term Rental Type 2 application and is in
addition to the license and certificate of occupancy fee required by this
section. The additional fee shall be for the costs of processing the
application.

2. Applicant(s) shall hold a neighborhood meeting at the property involved in
the application or in the immediate vicinity. Notice of the meeting shall be
sent by first-class mail, postage paid, at least ten days prior to the meeting,
to at least one record owner of each real property within 500 feet of the
Short-Term Rental property, as shown on the records of the county
assessor, and to the president or other association officer(s) of any
neighborhood association(s) as on file with the director of planning and
development.

3. Notice of the neighborhood meeting shall be posted by the applicant at
least ten days prior to the meeting and 21 days after for a total of at least 31
days in conspicuous places on or in the immediate vicinity of the property
which is the subject of the Short-Term Rental Type 2. One sign shall be
posted on each street frontage of the subject property. Additional signs or
alternate posting locations may be required at the discretion of the director
of the planning and development department. Such notice shall be at least
18 inches in height and 24 inches in width and shall contain the words
"NEIGHBORHOOD MEETING" and in addition the date, time, and place of
the public meeting, and a telephone number where additional information
can be secured.

4. It is recommended the meeting be held early enough to provide time for the
applicant to consider any neighborhood input, allow any changes to be
evaluated by staff, and to resolve any issues if possible. The meeting shall
be scheduled from 4:00 to 6:30 p.m.

5. The mailing shall be performed by the planning and development
department; however, the letters and envelopes themselves must be
prepared, and postage placed on same by the applicant. The neighborhood
letters shall be submitted to the planning and development department for
mailing, in sufficient time to allow for mailing for at least 10 days prior to the
date of the neighborhood meeting. A file copy of the letter shall be provided
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to the planning and development department. The notice letter shall contain 
the following at a minimum and any additional information as required by 
the director of planning and development:  
a. Description and details of proposed Short-Term Rental operation
including number of days per month to be rented and any other proposed 
changes. 
b. Meeting date, time and location.
c. Applicant or their representative's contact information.
d. Information sheet provided by the City.

6. No more than ten days following the neighborhood meeting, the applicant
shall submit a summary of the meeting to the planning and development
department using the following format as set forth below:
a. Meeting date, time and location.
b. Number of neighbors in attendance with an attached sign-in sheet.
c. List of issues raised, any verbal comments and how applicant plans to
respond. 
d. Additional information, such as comment cards and letters from
neighbors shall be attached to the summary. 
e. Notarized affidavit containing signatures of at least fifty-five percent
(55%) of adjacent residential property owners, including those adjoining 
and immediately across the street. 

7. If the applicant does not submit the information listed above within ten days
of the neighborhood meeting, the application shall be considered
incomplete and the applicant will be required to conduct a new meeting.

8. If the signatures of at least fifty-five percent of neighboring property owners
cannot be secured the applicant may apply to the City Council to obtain a
Resolution granting the STR Type 2 permit.

9. The City shall have the authority from time to time to prepare forms to
implement this section including a sample affidavit form, application forms,
and forms for notice, forms for proof of ownership, and other appropriate
requirements.

(3) Short-Term Rental Type 3
(a) This section shall apply to a Short-Term Rental use that:

1. is rented for a period of less than 30 consecutive days; and
2. is not located in an R-SF or R-TH zoning district.

(b) The following provisions shall apply to a Short-Term Rental Type 3:
1. No more than two Short-Term Rental Type 3 units are allowed on a

premise.
2. A Short-Term Rental Type 3 shall provide notification as required by

Section 36-472(4).
3. A Short-Term Rental Type 3 unit shall not be rented solely for receptions,

parties, weddings or any similar activities.
4. It shall be a violation of this section for an owner or operator to advertise

or promote or to use a third-party intermediary to advertise or promote a
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Short-Term Rental Type 3 which is not in compliance with the provisions of 
this section. 

(c) A certificate of occupancy shall be obtained in accordance with Section 36-333,
Certificate of occupancy.

(d) Annual business license shall be obtained.

(4) Short-Term Rental Notification Requirements.
(a) The owner of a Short-Term Rental shall post, conspicuously in each rental unit the

following information:
1. The names and contact information of the person or persons responsible

for the day-to-day operations of the Short-Term Rental;
2. The certificate of occupancy and business license number;
3. The restrictions on noise applicable under Section 36-485, Noise

standards., including limitations on the use of amplified sound;
4. Any applicable parking restrictions;
5. Trash collection schedule;
6. That the Short-Term Rental unit may not be rented solely for receptions,

parties, weddings or other similar events.

(5) Short-Term Rental Revocation, Suspension or Denial of a License.
(a) The Director of Building Development Services may immediately revoke or

suspend the license, or deny either the issuance or renewal thereof, if it is found
that:

1. The owner or operator failed to comply with the Short-Term Rental
requirements in this section or any other city codes and ordinances. The
director may suspend, revoke or deny an application to renew a Short-
Term Rental license for a period of 12 months. During that time, another
Short-Term Rental may be established following the requirements and
cause the revoked or denied Short-Term Rental from being re-
established due to the separation requirement.

2. The director of building development services may, in writing, suspend,
deny or revoke a license issued under provisions of this section whenever
the license is issued on the basis of a misstatement of fact, fraud, or
noncompliance with this article.

3. When a Short-Term Rental license is denied by the director of building
development services, written notice shall be given of the denial to the
owner, together with a brief written statement of the reason for the denial.
Such denials shall have referenced the section of this article or other
pertinent code used as a standard for the basis of denial.

4. If the director of building development services denies, suspends or
revokes the license, the owner may file an appeal request to City
Council.

(6) Transferability.
(a) The owner of a licensed Short-Term Rental may transfer the property along with the

permitted use to another, subject to the transferee completing an application and
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providing all required information to the City. This transfer does not trigger a new 
Certificate of Occupancy inspection by virtue of the transfer alone. 

(7) Implementation.
(a) For the purpose of the implementation of the Short-Term Rental uses and fairness in

dealing with potential conflicts based on density limitations. Applications for Short-
Term Rentals shall commence two weeks after the passage of this ordinance.

(b) Implementation and Suspension of Density Limitations.
Applicants filing an application for a Short-Term Rental Type 2 within the first thirty
(30) days following passage of this ordinance shall not be subject to the density
limitations set forth in 36-472(2)(d)(1). Applications received after this initial period
will be subject to this density.
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RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS 
SHORT-TERM RENTAL AMENDMENTS 

 
 
Short-Term Rental Amendments 
Citywide 
Applicant:  City of Springfield 
 
Mr. Daniel Neal states that these are the changes to Short-Term Rental Amendments. 
 
Type 1:  Modifies the Short-Term Rental (STR) Type 1 definition to permit unlimited 
short-term rentals in a legal accessory apartment located in the primary structure or 
historic carriage-house when the property owner is present on the premise.  Type 1s 
are otherwise limited to no more than 95 days in a calendar year when the owner is 
absent from the premise. 
 
Type 2:  Changes the separation requirement to a density limitation for Short-Term 
Rental Type 2s.  Type 2s will be limited to no more than one Type 2 or bed and 
breakfast per eight residential structures on a block face in R-SF or R-TH districts. No 
STR Type 2 will be permitted on a block face with fewer than four (4) residential 
structures, unless an appeal is granted by City Council. Block face is defined as one 
side of a street, from one intersection to the next, excluding alleys. Residential 
structures are determined by the mailing address assigned to each 
 
Changes the protest provision to a consent provision for Short-Term Rental Type 2s.  
Type 2 applicants will be required to present a notarized affidavit with the signatures of 
fifty-five percent (55%) of the adjacent residential property owners, including those 
adjoining and immediately across the street from the proposed STR, indicating their 
consent to the STR Type 2.  Prior to submitting their application, including the affidavit, 
to the City, the applicant must conduct a neighborhood meeting to discuss their 
proposal.  Notification and posting requirements remain the same as the original bill.  
The applicant may apply to City Council for a Resolution granting the STR Type 2 
permit if they are unable to obtain the requisite signatures. 
 
Violations:  Clarifies that advertising or promoting a noncompliant Short-Term Rental 
using a third-part intermediary will be a violation of the ordinance. 
 
Implementation:  Implements a grace period for implementation of the density limitation.  
Applicants for STR Type 2s who file within the first thirty (30) days of passage of the 
ordinance will not be subject to the density limitations.  This will apply to existing and 
new STRs. 
 
Mr. Jobe asked about precedence in the City Code for affirmative approval for 
adjourning neighbors for use of property. 

EXHIBIT B 
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Ms. Smith noted that liquor license and a shelter require an affirmative from adjourning 
property owners within a certain distance and noted that the 55% was modeled after 
Kansas City and this is putting the ownership back on the operator/applicant. 
 
Mr. Jobe also asked about any data from Kansas City on economic impact for their 
Short-Term Rental. 
 
Ms. Smith said that they are in the beginning stages of their STR. 
 
Mr. Thomas asked about what would happen if a neighbor did not sign and not get the 
55%. 
 
Mr. Neal stated that it would go to City Council for approval then. 
 
Commission members asked various questions regarding clarification. 
 
Mr. Jobe believes that the process has gone backwards and has concerns with the 55% 
(reverse) protest, second the neighborhood meeting for type 2, and third the business 
license for type 1 and voiced his frustrations with the hours of comments and concerns 
that have not addressed these issues.  Would like owners of STR’s are held liable and 
until then, will be voting no. 
 
Ms. Broekhoven has not issue with the type 1, but the type 2 STR’s are a business 
located in a residential area (noise/litter/parking/traffic concerns) and will be voting no. 
 
Mr. Rose believes that there has been progress with the changes and will be voting yes. 
 
Ms. Cox voiced her dislike of the 55% protest and neighborhood meetings but has seen 
improvements and will vote yes. 
 
COMMISSION ACTION: 
 
Mr. Rose motioned to approve Short-Term Rental Amendments (Citywide).   Ms. Cox 
seconded the motion. Ayes: Coltrin, Cox, Shuler, Rose, and Thomas.  Nays: Ogilvy, 
Broekhoven, and Jobe.  Abstain: None.   Absent: Doennig.    
 
 

  
 
_________________________________ 
Bob Hosmer, AICP 
Principal Planner 
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PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION PUBLIC HEARING: DECEMBER 6, 2018 

CITY COUNCIL PUBLIC HEARING: JANUARY 14, 2019 

CASE: 
Short-Term Rental Amendments 

STAFF: 
Daniel Neal, 864-1036 

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS: 
Approve 

PROPOSED MOTION: 
Move to approve the proposed Zoning 
Ordinance amendments as submitted in 
the staff report 

SUMMARY OF REQUEST: 

To amend the permitted uses subsections in all base zoning districts in Division 4 of the Zoning Ordinance, clarify 
Section 36-451, Home Occupations, add a new Section 36-472, Short-Term Rentals and definition to allow Short-Term 
Rentals under certain conditions and requirements. 

FINDINGS FOR STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 

1. Short-Term Rentals are currently not permitted in the Zoning Ordinance. The current ordinance only allows the
rental of a residential dwelling for more than 30 days. Short-Term Rentals are a growing land use that needs to
be addressed with certain conditions and requirements in the Zoning Ordinance to be compatible with other
residential uses. The reason for the short-term rental ordinance is to allow this growing industry while protecting
the integrity of single-family neighborhoods within the community.

2. The proposed Zoning Ordinance will allow three Types of Short Term Rentals; owner-occupied in the R-SF and
R-TH with limited rental days, non-owner occupied in the R-SF and R-TH which requires a Short-Term Rental
permit, and the third Short Term Rental type is allowed in all other districts but limited to two per premise.

Development Review Staff Report 
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CITYWIDE LAND USES: 
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COMPATIBILITY WITH COMPREHENSIVE PLAN: 

Short-Term Rentals were not addressed in City’s Comprehensive Plan; however, the Growth Management and Land Use 
Element of the Comprehensive Plan encourages innovative development and redevelopment through the use of 
incentives and appropriate regulations, to achieve desired residential and non-residential development patterns.   

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED TEXT AMENDMENT: 

The original Short-Term Rental Amendments were considered by Planning and Zoning Commission on January 11, 2018. 
On April 12th, Planning and Zoning Commission considered revised amendments that were remanded from City Council.  
On June 7th, City Council referred revised amendments to City Council’s Plans and Policies Committee which held 
multiple meetings to discuss the issue. On October 11th, Planning and Zoning Commission considered revised 
amendments from Plans and Policies. City Council has made additional changes with a substitute bill and have 
remanded these changes to Planning and Zoning Commission for review: 

Modifies the Short-Term Rental (STR) Type 1 definition to permit unlimited short-term rentals in a legal 
accessory apartment located in the primary structure or historic carriage-house when the property 
owner is present on the premise.  Type 1s are otherwise limited to no more than 95 days in a calendar year 
when the owner is absent from the premise.  

Clarifies that advertising or promoting a noncompliant Short-Term Rental using a third-part 
intermediary will be a violation of the ordinance. 

Implements a grace period for implementation of the density limitation.  Applicants for STR Type 2s who 
file within the first thirty (30) days of passage of the ordinance will not be subject to the density limitations.  This 
will apply to existing and new STRs.  

Changes the separation requirement to a density limitation for Short-Term Rental Type 2s.  Type 2s will 
be limited to no more than one Type 2 or bed and breakfast per eight residential structures on a block face in 
R-SF or R-TH districts. No STR Type 2 will be permitted on a block face with fewer than four (4) residential
structures, unless an appeal is granted by City Council. Block face is defined as one side of a street, from one
intersection to the next, excluding alleys. Residential structures are determined by the mailing address
assigned to each.
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Changes the protest provision to a consent provision for Short-Term Rental Type 2s.  Type 2 applicants 
will be required to present a notarized affidavit with the signatures of fifty-five percent (55%) of the adjacent 
residential property owners, including those adjoining and immediately across the street from the proposed 
STR, indicating their consent to the STR Type 2.  Prior to submitting their application, including the affidavit, to 
the City, the applicant must conduct a neighborhood meeting to discuss their proposal.  Notification and 
posting requirements remain the same as the original bill.  The applicant may apply to City Council for a 
Resolution granting the STR Type 2 permit if they are unable to obtain the requisite signatures. 

Proposed Public Hearing Schedule 

Monday, 
November 19 

City Council • Substitute bill is remanded to Planning & Zoning
Commission per City Charter

• Original bill is tabled
Thursday, 
December 6 

Planning & Zoning 
Commission 

• Commission considers substitute bill and makes
recommendation to City Council

Monday, 
January 14 

City Council • First reading on substitute bill

Monday, 
January 28 

City Council • Both original and substitute bill appear as second readings
on City Council agenda

• If one is voted on, the other bill dies

STAFF COMMENTS: 
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Short-term rentals are not a new type of use; however, the advances in technology with smartphones and the internet 
apps and platforms have changed the way that they are advertised and rented (e.g. AirBnb, VRBO, HomeAway, etc.). 
Short-term vacation rentals are flourishing and while typically found in destination communities, they have now been 
expanding into other communities for business, medical and recreational purposes. The “Short-Term Rental” new 
regulations would apply to any renting of an apartment, house, condominium or bedroom in a primary structure on a 
temporary basis for less than 30 days to transient guests as an alternative to a hotel/motel.  
 
The current ordinance only allows the rental of a residential dwelling for more than 30 days. Short-Term Rentals are 
currently not permitted by the Zoning Ordinance. The exceptions are hotel/motels (allowed in commercial districts), 
boarding, rooming and lodging houses (allowed in multi-family districts), institutional care facilities (allowed in multi-
family, commercial and institutional districts) and bed and breakfast uses (allowed in R-SF and R-TH with a Conditional 
Use Permit and location restrictions). Staff has determined that the Short-Term Rentals and a traditional Bed and 
Breakfast use differ in a few ways. A bed and breakfast is allowed up to 5 guest rooms, individual cooking facilities are 
not permitted, only guests shall be served meals, the operator shall live at the bed and breakfast, and monthly rentals 
are not permitted.  
 
Staff believes that short-term rentals are part of a burgeoning sharing economy. The sharing economy concept like 
vacation rentals is not new either. This is a business model where there is peer-to-peer based sharing of access to goods 
and services. Examples include Uber, Parkatmyhouse, DogVacay, StreetBank, etc.  
 
The issue of Short-Term Rentals has recently been brought to staff’s attention through complaints by neighbors of 
existing short-term rentals. Complaints have included on-street parking, noise and an influx of transient guests during all 
hours of the night.  Staff also wanted to address the possibility of being pre-empted by the State of Missouri with new 
laws regulating Short-Term Rentals. The Missouri State Legislature has discussed multiple bills to restrict local authority 
on regulating Short-Term Rentals; however, no new legislation has been passed to date. It is also important to note that 
the City does not enforce private agreements; therefore, existing homeowner’s association or deed covenants will remain 
binding between the parties, and enforceable by private action to the extent allowed by law. 
 
In theory, Short-Term Rentals are self-regulating since renters rate owners and owners rate renters, thus poor operators 
will receive negative ratings and consequently fewer rentals. However, the adjacent neighbors are not given any way to 
rate or post their issues and concerns for these businesses. Typically, the enforcement issue is not the specific use, 
rather, the potential side effects of overcrowding, parking and noise. 
 
Staff believes that this use is an issue of preserving neighborhood character and preventing negative impacts to 
surrounding residential neighborhoods. Proposed regulations are intended to ensure that existing life safety and health 
codes including occupancy requirements are being met. They will create a level playing field between these types of 
temporary lodging businesses and provide a diversity of lodging options for guests/tourists. They will also help to ensure 
adequate housing options for residents.  
 
The following information was contained in the January 11, 2018, staff report and is repeated here as background.  
 
In response to this growing business model, staff conducted an informational meeting with two neighborhoods that could 
be most impacted by these Short-Term Rental uses. Staff sought feedback about what issues these uses could create in 
these neighborhoods.  Approximately 1,500 notification letters were sent to owners in the Rountree and Phelps Grove 
neighborhoods. The informational meeting was held on June 14, 2016 to discuss Short-Term Rentals and Accessory 
Dwelling Units. Approximately 50 property owners and known Short-Term Rental owners attended. Staff took notes and 
recorded results from a poll of questions and concerns that owners would have with these uses. Staff also created a 
survey to gain input from those that could not attend the meeting or wanted to make additional comments. The survey 
was opened the next day and remained open for three weeks. Staff also presented information on Short-Term Rentals 
and Accessory Dwelling Units on August 10, 2016 to the Neighborhood Advisory Committee and promoted the survey to 
gain input from all other registered neighborhood associations. The next day staff opened a similar online survey for 
three weeks. Staff has included the survey information in the packet in Attachment 2.  
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Staff met with City Council’s Plans and Policies Committee three times over this last year and made multiple changes in 
response to their concerns. Staff has also met with representatives of the Springfield Convention and Visitors Bureau, 
Missouri Hotel Lodging Association, Springfield Hotel Lodging Association and with the Developer’s Issues Input Group 
(DIIG). 
 
Staff used many different sources for the development of the proposed amendments. The City of Kansas City and Waco, 
TX have recently been going through a review and approval process for their proposed draft ordinances. The City of 
Lee’s Summit and St. Louis have bed and breakfast homestays (Short-Term Rental) with conditional use permit 
requirements.  The City of Austin, TX implemented one of the first Short-Term Rental ordinances in the Midwest back in 
2012 and has amended their ordinances multiple times since. Staff used the citizen feedback that we mentioned earlier 
and our existing codes and ordinances as well.  
 
Staff has identified the major issues that were presented to these groups: 
 

• Neighborhood character and stability – too many in one area 
• Enforcement of new and existing Short-Term Rentals  
• Enforcement of private covenants 
• Discourage tourists/travelers that prefer Short-Term Rentals 
• Provide more lodging options for tourists/travelers 
• Source of income for property owners 
• Health and safety issues 
• Aesthetics and maintenance – will a short-term vacation property owner take care of their property better or 

worse than a long-term renter 
• Potential loss of hotel/motel and sales tax revenues (City Code and Hancock issues) 

In review of all the public comments, our existing ordinances, and other cities ordinances, staff is proposing amendments 
to permit Short-Term Rentals under certain conditions and requirements. The current Short-Term Rental providers who 
rent out their property within Springfield via Airbnb, VRBO or other online marketplaces will need to have a business 
license and comply with the short-term rental regulations to protect the safety, character and quality of life in all of the 
City of Springfield neighborhoods. 
 

PUBLIC COMMENTS: 

The Development Issues Input Group (DIIG), Downtown Springfield Association (DSA), Commercial Club and all 
Registered Neighborhood Associations were notified of these amendments and public hearing dates. 
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DEPARTMENT COMMENTS: 

 
ATTACHMENT 1 

DEPARTMENT COMMENTS 
 
BUILDING DEVELOPMENT SERVICES COMMENTS: 
 
No comments. 
 
CITY UTILITIES COMMENTS: 
 
No objection to zoning text amendments. 
 
CLEAN WATER SERVICES COMMENTS: 
 
No objection to zoning text amendment. 
 
PUBLIC WORKS TRAFFIC DIVISION COMMENTS: 
 
Traffic has no issues with the zoning text amendment. 
 
STORMWATER COMMENTS: 
 
Stormwater has no issues with the zoning text amendment. 
 
FIRE DEPARTMENT COMMENTS: 
 
No comments. 
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REQUIREMENTS FOR APPROVAL: 

ATTACHMENT 2 
SHORT-TERM RENTAL AMENDMENTS 

Note: Language to be added is underlined, language to be deleted is stricken. 

Sec. 36-321. - Definitions. 

Short-Term Rental: The rental of an entire dwelling, or any portion thereof, for a period of not more 
than 30 days, where the owner is engaged in a contract for the rental of that specific dwelling, or any 
portion thereof. Short-term rentals are further categorized as Type 1, 2 or 3 and subject to the 
conditions set forth in this Article. 

Sec. 36-380. - R-SF - Single-family residential district. 

(2) Permitted uses.
(o) Short-term rental type 1 or 2 in accordance with section 36-472.
(po) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
(qp) Tier I and II wireless facilities in accordance with section 36-466, telecommunication towers. 
(rq) Transitional housing for single-family use.  
(sr) Zero-lot-line construction, in accordance with section 36-362, zero-lot-line construction.  

Sec. 36-381. - R-TH - Residential townhouse district. 

(2) Permitted uses.
(p) Short-term rental type 1 or 2 in accordance with section 36-472.
(qp) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
(rq) Tier I and II wireless facilities in accordance with section 36-466, telecommunication towers. 
(sr) Townhouses.  
(ts) Transitional housing for single-family or low to moderate residential density.  
(ut) Zero-lot-line construction, in accordance with section 36-362, zero-lot-line construction.  
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Sec. 36-382. - R-LD - Low-density multifamily residential district.  

(2) Permitted uses.  
(r) Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

382(2)(a) if applicable.  
(sr) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
(ts) Tier I and II wireless facilities in accordance with section 36-466, telecommunication towers.  
(ut) Transitional housing for single-family or low to moderate residential density.  
(vu) Zero-lot-line construction, in accordance with section 36-362, zero-lot-line construction.  

 

Sec. 36-383. - R-MD - Medium-density multifamily residential district.  

(2) Permitted uses.  
(r) Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

383(2)(c) if applicable.  
(sr) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
(ts) Tier I and II wireless facilities in accordance with section 36-466, telecommunication towers.  
(ut) Transitional housing for single-family or low to moderate residential density.  
(vu) Zero-lot-line construction, in accordance with section 36-362, zero-lot-line construction.  

 

Sec. 36-384. - R-HD - High-density multifamily residential district.  

(2) Permitted uses.  
(u) Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

384(2)(c) if applicable.  
(vu) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
(wv)Tier I and II wireless facilities in accordance with section 36-466, telecommunication towers.  
(xw)Transitional housing for single-family or low to moderate residential density.  
(yx) Zero-lot-line construction, in accordance with section 36-362, zero-lot-line construction.  

 

Sec. 36-385. - R-MHC - Manufactured home community district.  

(2) Permitted uses.  
(p) Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472.  
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(qp) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
(rq) Tier I and II wireless facilities in accordance with section 36-466, telecommunication towers.  
(sr) Transitional housing for single-family.  
(ts) Zero-lot-line construction, in accordance with section 36-362, zero-lot-line construction.  

 

Sec. 36-400. - O - Office districts. 

(2) Permitted uses.  
(v) Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

400(2)(b) or (r) if applicable. 
(wv)Schools or development centers for persons with handicaps or development disabilities.  
(xw)Substance abuse treatment facilities for 50 or fewer residents, provided the facility:  

1. Is located at least 2,000 feet from any other substance abuse treatment facility, 
emergency shelter, soup kitchen, transitional service shelter, substance abuse treatment 
facility, or any community corrections facility, jail, prison, or detention facility, as measured 
from property lines; and  

2. A plan of operation, including, but not limited to, administration contact information, patron 
access requirements, hours of operation and security measures, is on file with the City of 
Springfield Planning and Development Department.  

(yx) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
(zy) Tier I and II wireless facilities in accordance with section 36-466, telecommunication towers.  

 
Sec. 36-401. - GI - Government and institutional use district. 
(2) Permitted uses.  

(cc) Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-
401(2)(c) if applicable. 

(ddcc) Substance abuse treatment facilities for 50 or fewer residents, provided the facility:  
1. Is located at least 2,000 feet from any other substance abuse treatment facility, 

emergency shelter, soup kitchen, transitional service shelter, substance abuse treatment 
facility, or any community corrections facility, jail, prison, or detention facility, as measured 
from property lines; and  

2. A plan of operation, including but not limited to: administration contact information, patron 
access requirements, hours of operation and security measures, is on file with the City of 
Springfield Planning and Development Department.  

(eedd) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
(ffee) Tier I wireless facilities in accordance with section 36-466, telecommunication towers.  
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(ggff) Tier III wireless facilities in accordance with section 36-466, telecommunication towers, 
provided wireless towers 60 feet or greater in height allow collocation of at least one additional 
provider's facilities.  

(hhgg) Tier IV wireless facilities in accordance with section 36-466, telecommunication towers, 
provided wireless towers are setback from any residential district at least two feet for every 
one foot of tower height and allow collocation of at least one additional provider's facilities or 
at least two additional providers' facilities if the tower height is 120 feet or greater.  

(iihh) Other towers, less than 100 feet in height, and related facilities provided 
telecommunication towers comply with section 36-466, telecommunication towers.  

 

Sec. 36-409. - WC - West College Street district.  

(2) WC-1, Mixed-use sub-area.  
(a) Permitted uses.  

21. Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472. 
(3) WC - 2, live/work sub-area. 

(b) Permitted uses.  
10. Renting sleeping rooms and serving meals to not more than two persons (and not 

exceeding three unrelated) not members of the family occupying the dwelling unit for more 
than 30 days unit provided one off-street parking space is provided for each person.  

22. Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472.  
(4) WC - 3, residential sub-area.  

(a) Permitted uses.  
14. Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472. 
1514.Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
1615.Townhouses.  
1716.Zero-lot-line construction, in accordance with section 36-362, zero-lot-line construction.  

 

Sec. 36-420. - LB - Limited business district.  

(2) Permitted uses.  
(n) Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

420(2)(b) or (l) if applicable.  
(on) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
(po) Tier I and II wireless facilities in accordance with section 36-466, telecommunication towers.  
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(qp) Water reservoirs, water standpipes, and elevated and ground-level water storage tanks.  
 

Sec. 36-421. - GR - General retail district.  

(2) Permitted uses.  
(bb) Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

421(2)(b) or (w) if applicable. 
(ccbb) Taxidermists.  
(ddcc) Temporary lodging use group.  
(eedd) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
(ffee) Temporary vendors as permitted under subsection 36-452(3)(b)2.  
(ggff) Towers other than wireless facilities, less than 100 feet in height, and related facilities 

provided telecommunication towers comply with section 36-466, telecommunication towers.  
(hhgg) Veterinary clinics, animal hospitals, pet daycare services, pet grooming facilities and 

kennels. No outside activities shall be permitted for kennels. Veterinary clinics, animal 
hospitals, pet daycare services and pet grooming facilities may have supervised outside 
activities, which are defined as having a single animal under the physical control of an 
individual. All outside activity spaces shall be fully enclosed and screened from adjacent 
residential uses, districts and all public rights-of-way with a six-foot tall barrier that is in 
conformance with subsection 36-480(3). No outside activity spaces shall be located within 25 
feet of any residential use or district, and all animal waste shall be collected and disposed of 
on a daily basis.  

 

Sec. 36-422. - HC - Highway commercial district.  

(2) Permitted uses.  
(pp)  Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

422(2)(c) or (kk) if applicable. 
(qqpp) Swimming pool sales and displays.  
(rrqq) Taxi dispatch yards and offices.  
(ssrr) Taxidermists.  
(ttss) Temporary lodging use group.  
(uutt) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
(vvuu) Temporary vendors as permitted under subsection 36-452(3)(b)2.  
(wwvv) Overnight shelters or transitional service shelters for 50 or fewer residents, which are 

located at least 500 feet from a residential district, as measured from property lines provided 
that no overnight shelter or transitional service shelter shall locate within a 2,000-foot radius 
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of another transitional service shelter, soup kitchen, overnight shelter, substance abuse 
treatment facility or community correctional facility as measured from property lines, in 
accordance with subsection 36-363(10)(b)5. In no event shall a certificate of occupancy be 
issued for a transitional service shelter herein if it is less than 1,000 feet from an elementary 
or secondary school as measured from property lines.  

(xxww) Upholstery shops.  
(yyxx) Veterinary clinics, animal hospitals, pet daycare services, pet grooming facilities, and 

kennels. No outside activities shall be permitted for kennels. Veterinary clinics, animal 
hospitals, pet daycare services, and pet grooming facilities may have supervised outside 
activities, which are defined as having a single animal under the physical control of an 
individual. All outside activity spaces shall be fully enclosed and screened from adjacent 
residential uses, districts and all public rights-of-way with a six-foot tall barrier that is in 
conformance with subsection 36-480(3). No outside activity spaces shall be located within 25 
feet of any residential use or district, and all animal waste shall be collected and disposed of 
on a daily basis.  

(zzyy) Wholesale sales.  
 

Sec. 36-423. - CS - Commercial service district.  

(2) Permitted uses.  
(xx)  Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

423(2)(b) if applicable. 
(yyxx) Substance abuse treatment facilities for 50 or fewer residents, provided the facility:  

1. Is located at least 2,000 feet from any other substance abuse treatment facility, or 2,000 
feet from any emergency shelter, soup kitchen, transitional service shelter or community 
corrections facility, as measured from property lines; and  

2. A plan of operation, including, but not limited to: administration contact information, patron 
access requirements, hours of operations and security measures, is on file with the City 
of Springfield Planning and Development Department.  

(zzyy) Swimming pool sales and display.  
(aaazz) Taxi dispatch yards and offices.  
(bbbaaa) Taxidermists.  
(cccbbb) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
(dddccc) Temporary vendors as permitted under subsection 36-452(3)(b)2.  
(eeeddd) Towers other than wireless facilities, less than 100 feet in height and related facilities.  
(fffeee) Overnight shelters or transitional service shelters for 50 or fewer residents, which are 

located at least 500 feet from a residential district, as measured from property lines provided 
that no overnight shelter or transitional service shelter shall locate within a 2,000-foot radius 
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of another transitional service shelter, soup kitchen, overnight shelter, substance abuse 
treatment facility or community correctional facility as measured from property lines, in 
accordance with subsection 36-363(10)(b)5. In no event shall a certificate of occupancy be 
issued for a transitional service shelter herein if it is less than 1,000 feet from an elementary 
or secondary school as measured from property lines.  

(gggfff) Truck stops.  
(hhhggg) Upholstery shops.  
(iiihhh) Veterinary clinics, animal hospitals and outdoor kennels provided that at the time the use 

is established any outdoor activities are clearly accessory to the primary use and provided 
that no outdoor activities are located closer than a 300-foot radius from a building used for a 
church, school, hotel, motel, or restaurant, or from a property zoned residential or a building 
used for residential purposes.  

(jjjiii) Wholesale sales use group.  
 

Sec. 36-424. - CC - Center city district.  

(2) Permitted uses.  
(nn)  Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

424(2)(ii) if applicable. 
(oonn) Substance abuse treatment facilities for 50 or fewer residents, provided the facility:  

1. Is located at least 2,000 feet from any other substance abuse treatment facility, or 2,000 
feet from any emergency shelter, soup kitchen, transitional service shelter or community 
corrections facility, as measured from property lines; and  

2. A plan of operation, including, but not limited to: Administration contact information, patron 
access requirements, hours of operations and security measures, is on file with the City 
of Springfield Planning and Development Department.  

(ppoo) Taxi dispatch yards and offices.  
(qqpp) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
(rrqq) Temporary lodging use group.  
(ssrr) Towers other than wireless facilities, less than 100 feet in height, and related facilities.  
(ttss) Veterinary clinics. Facilities may have supervised outside activities, which are defined 

as having a single animal under the physical control of an individual. All outside activity spaces 
shall be fully enclosed and screened from adjacent residential uses, districts and all public 
rights-of-way with a six-foot tall barrier that is in conformance with subsection 36-480(3). No 
outside activity spaces shall be located within 25 feet of any residential use or district, and all 
animal waste shall be collected and disposed of on a daily basis.  

(uutt) Wholesale sales.  
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Sec. 36-425. - COM - Commercial street district.  

(2) Permitted uses.  
(b) The following uses are only permitted above the first floor or in the second layer of the first 

floor unless the development project is greater than 10,000 square feet in total floor area, 
which requires a conditional use permit for the use set out in this subsection. The first layer of 
the first floor is the first 50 feet of lot depth measured from the front of the lot. The second 
layer is located behind the first 50 feet of lot depth measured from the front of the lot. An 
entrance and hallway through the first layer to provide access to the second layer or upper 
floors is permitted.  
14. Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 

36-425(2)(b) if applicable.  
 

Sec. 36-430. - RI - Restricted industrial district.  

(2) Permitted uses.  
(y)  Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

430(2)(c) if applicable. 
(zy)  Swimming pool sales and display.  
(aaz) Taxidermists.  
(bbaa) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
(ccbb) Towers other than wireless facilities, less than 100 feet in height, and related facilities.  
(ddcc) Upholstery shops.  
(eedd) Veterinary clinics, animal hospitals, and kennels, with no outside activities.  
(ffee) Warehouses, storage and distribution centers.  
(ggff) Wholesale sales.  

 

Sec. 36-431. - LI - Light industrial district.  

(2) Permitted uses.  
(w)  Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

431(2)(c) if applicable. 
(xw) Substance abuse treatment facilities for 50 or fewer residents, provided the facility:  
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1. Is located at least 2,000 feet from any other substance abuse treatment facility, or 2,000 
feet from any emergency shelter, soup kitchen, transitional service shelter or community 
corrections facility, as measured from property lines; and  

2. A plan of operation, including but not limited to: administration contact information, patron 
access requirements, hours of operations and security measures, is on file with the City 
of Springfield Planning and Development Department.  

(yx) Swimming pool sales and display.  
(zy) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
(aaz) Towers other than wireless facilities, less than 100 feet in height, and related facilities.  
(bbaa) Upholstery shops.  
(ccbb) Veterinary clinics, animal hospitals and outdoor kennels provided that at the time the use 

is established any outdoor activities are clearly accessory to the primary use and provided 
that no outdoor activities are located closer than a 300-foot radius from a building used for a 
church, school, hotel, motel, or restaurant, or from a property zoned residential or a building 
used for residential purposes.  

(ddcc) Warehouses, storage and distribution centers.  
(eedd) Wholesale sales and distribution.  
(ffee) Wholesale sales use group.  

 

Sec. 36-432. - GM - General manufacturing district.  

(2) Permitted uses.  
(cc)  Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

432(2)(d) if applicable. 
(ddcc) Substance abuse treatment facilities for 50 or fewer residents, provided the facility:  

1. Is located at least 2,000 feet from any other substance abuse treatment facility, or 2,000 
feet from any emergency shelter, soup kitchen, transitional service shelter or community 
corrections facility, as measured from property lines; and  

2. A plan of operation, including but not limited to: Administration contact information, patron 
access requirements, hours of operations and security measures, is on file with the City 
of Springfield Planning and Development Department.  

(eedd) Swimming pool sales and display.  
(ffee) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
(ggff) Towers other than wireless facilities, less than 100 feet in height, and related facilities.  
(hhgg) Upholstery shops.  
(iihh) Vehicle rental, towing and storage services.  
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(jjii) Veterinary clinics, animal hospitals and outdoor kennels provided that at the time the use is 
established any outdoor activities are clearly accessory to the primary use and provided that 
no outdoor activities are located closer than a 300-foot radius from a building used for a 
church, school, hotel, motel, or restaurant, or from a property zoned residential or a building 
used for residential purposes.  

(kkjj) Warehouses, storage and distribution centers.  
(llkk) Wholesale sales use group.  

 

Sec. 36-433. - HM - Heavy manufacturing district.  

(2) Permitted uses.  
(mm)  Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

433(2)(d) if applicable. 
(nnmm) Stockyards or feed lots.  
(oonn) Substance abuse treatment facilities for 50 or fewer residents, provided the facility:  

1. Is located at least 2,000 feet from any other substance abuse treatment facility, or 2,000 
feet from any emergency shelter, soup kitchen, transitional service shelter or community 
corrections facility, as measured from property lines; and  

2. A plan of operation, including, but not limited to: Administration contact information, patron 
access requirements, hours of operations and security measures, is on file with the City 
of Springfield Planning and Development Department.  

(ppoo) Swimming pool sales and display.  
(qqpp) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses.  
(rrqq) Towers other than wireless facilities, less than 100 feet in height, and related facilities.  
(ssrr) Upholstery shops.  
(ttss) Vehicle rental, towing and storage services.  
(uutt) Veterinary clinics, animal hospitals and outdoor kennels provided that at the time the use 

is established any outdoor activities are clearly accessory to the primary use and provided 
that no outdoor activities are located closer than a 300-foot radius from a building used for a 
church, school, hotel, motel, or restaurant, or from a property zoned residential or a building 
used for residential purposes.  

(vvuu) Warehouses, storage and distribution centers.  
(wwvv) Wholesale sales.  
(xxww) Wood preserving operations using formulations of Chrome-Copper-Arsenate (CCA), 

pentachlorophenol (PENTA), creosote, and related chemicals.  
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Sec. 36-434. - IC - Industrial commercial district. 

(2) Permitted uses.
(mm) Short-term rental type 3 in accordance with section 36-472 and subject to conditions in 36-

434(2)(d) if applicable. 
(nnmm) Swimming pool sales and display. 
(oonn) Taxi dispatch yards and offices. 
(ppoo) Taxidermists. 
(qqpp) Temporary lodging use group. 
(rrqq) Temporary uses, as permitted by section 36-452, temporary uses. 
(ssrr) Towers other than wireless facilities, less than 100 feet in height, and related facilities. 
(ttss) Upholstery shops.  
(uutt) Veterinary clinics, animal hospitals and outdoor kennels provided that at the time the use 

is established any outdoor activities are clearly accessory to the primary use and provided 
that no outdoor activities are located closer than a 300-foot radius from a building used for a 
church, school, hotel, motel, or restaurant, or from a property zoned residential or a building 
used for residential purposes.  

(vvuu) Warehouses, storage and distribution centers. 
(wwvv) Wholesale sales use group.  

Sec. 36-451. - Home occupations. 

(3) Home occupations permitted. Home occupations include, but are not limited to, the following
occupations:
(i) Renting sleeping rooms and serving meals to not more than two persons (and not exceeding 

three unrelated) not members of the family occupying the dwelling unit for more than 30 days 
provided on off-street parking space is provided for each person.

Sec. 36-472. - Short-Term Rentals. 
(1) Short-Term Rental Type 1

(a) This section shall apply to a Short-Term Rental use that:
1. is rented for periods of less than 30 consecutive days; and
2. is located within a R-SF or R-TH zoning district; and
3. is an owner-occupied primary residence and is not rented for more than 95

days in a calendar year when the owner is absent from the premise; or
4. If the owner is present on the premise during the entire time it is rented,

there is no limit on the number of rental days per year.
(b) The following provisions shall apply to a Short-Term Rental Type 1:
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1. A Short-Term Rental Type 1 shall only be located in the primary structure or 
a historic carriage house per Section 36-464. 

2. No exterior alterations that would change the single-family character of 
the Short-Term Rental Type 1, other than those necessary to ensure the 
safety of the structure, shall be made. 

3. No residential structure shall be removed for parking or to expand the 
Short-Term Rental Type 1. 

4. A Short-Term Rental Type 1 shall not be rented solely for receptions, 
parties, weddings or any similar activities. 

5. The owner of a Short-Term Rental Type 1 shall provide notification as 
required by Section 36-472(4).  

6. It shall be a violation of this section for an owner to advertise or promote or 
to use a third-party intermediary to advertise or promote a Short-Term 
Rental Type 1 which is not in compliance with the provisions of this 
section. 

(c) An affidavit certifying that the primary residence, legal accessory apartment or 
historic carriage house will not be rented for more than 95 days in a calendar year 
when the owner is absent from the premise. 

(d) Annual business license shall be obtained. 
 

(2) Short-Term Rental Type 2 
(a) This section shall apply to a Short-Term Rental use that: 

1. is rented for periods of less than 30 consecutive days; and 
2. is located within a R-SF or R-TH zoning District; and 
3. is not an owner-occupied residence or is an owner-occupied primary 

residence, legal accessory apartment or historic carriage house and is 
rented for more than 95 days in a calendar year when the owner is absent 
from the premise. 

(b) A certificate of occupancy shall be obtained in accordance with Section 36-333, 
Certificate of occupancy. 

(c) Annual business license shall be obtained.  
(d) The following provisions shall apply to a Short-Term Rental Type 2: 

1. Density Limitations: A Short-Term Rental Type 2 shall be limited to no 
more than one STR Type 2 or bed and breakfast per eight residential 
structures on the block face in R-SF or R-TH districts. No STR Type 2 
shall be permitted on a block face with fewer than four residential 
structures unless an appeal is granted by City Council (i.e. 1-3: no STR; 
4-8: 1 STR; 9-15: 1 STR; 16-23: 2 STR). For purposes of this section, 
block face shall be defined as one side of a street, from one intersection 
to the next, not including alleys. Residential structures’ block face shall be 
determined by the mailing address assigned to each. 

2. A Short-Term Rental Type 2 shall only be located in the primary structure or 
a historic carriage house per Section 36-464. 

3. No exterior alterations that would change the single-family character of 
the Short-Term Rental Type 2, other than those necessary to ensure the 
safety of the structure, shall be made. 
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4. No residential structure shall be removed for parking or to expand the 
Short-Term Rental Type 2. 

5. A Short-Term Rental Type 2 shall not be rented solely for receptions, 
parties, weddings or any similar activities. 

6. The owner of a Short-Term Rental Type 2 shall provide notification as 
required by Section 36-472(4).  

7. It shall be a violation of this section for an owner or operator to advertise or 
promote or to use a third-party intermediary to advertise or promote a 
Short-Term Rental Type 2 which is not in compliance with the provisions of 
this section. 

(e) A Short-Term Rental Type 2 permit shall be required for Short-Term Rental Type 2 
uses. 

1. Application fee. A fee of $350.00 or as set forth in the schedule of fees, 
shall accompany any Short-Term Rental Type 2 application and is in 
addition to the license and certificate of occupancy fee required by this 
section. The additional fee shall be for the costs of processing the 
application. 

2. Applicant(s) shall hold a neighborhood meeting at the property involved in 
the application or in the immediate vicinity. Notice of the meeting shall be 
sent by first-class mail, postage paid, at least ten days prior to the meeting, 
to at least one record owner of each real property within 500 feet of the 
Short-Term Rental property, as shown on the records of the county 
assessor, and to the president or other association officer(s) of any 
neighborhood association(s) as on file with the director of planning and 
development.  

3. Notice of the neighborhood meeting shall be posted by the applicant at 
least ten days prior to the meeting and 21 days after for a total of at least 31 
days in conspicuous places on or in the immediate vicinity of the property 
which is the subject of the Short-Term Rental Type 2. One sign shall be 
posted on each street frontage of the subject property. Additional signs or 
alternate posting locations may be required at the discretion of the director 
of the planning and development department. Such notice shall be at least 
18 inches in height and 24 inches in width and shall contain the words 
"NEIGHBORHOOD MEETING" and in addition the date, time, and place of 
the public meeting, and a telephone number where additional information 
can be secured. 

4. It is recommended the meeting be held early enough to provide time for the 
applicant to consider any neighborhood input, allow any changes to be 
evaluated by staff, and to resolve any issues if possible. The meeting shall 
be scheduled from 4:00 to 6:30 p.m. 

5. The mailing shall be performed by the planning and development 
department; however, the letters and envelopes themselves must be 
prepared, and postage placed on same by the applicant. The neighborhood 
letters shall be submitted to the planning and development department for 
mailing, in sufficient time to allow for mailing for at least 10 days prior to the 
date of the neighborhood meeting. A file copy of the letter shall be provided 
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to the planning and development department. The notice letter shall contain 
the following at a minimum and any additional information as required by 
the director of planning and development:  
a.  Description and details of proposed Short-Term Rental operation 
including number of days per month to be rented and any other proposed 
changes. 
b.  Meeting date, time and location.  
c.  Applicant or their representative's contact information.  
d.  Information sheet provided by the City. 

6. No more than ten days following the neighborhood meeting, the applicant 
shall submit a summary of the meeting to the planning and development 
department using the following format as set forth below:  
a.  Meeting date, time and location.   
b.  Number of neighbors in attendance with an attached sign-in sheet.  
c.  List of issues raised, any verbal comments and how applicant plans to 
respond.  
d.  Additional information, such as comment cards and letters from 
neighbors shall be attached to the summary. 
e.     Notarized affidavit containing signatures of at least fifty-five percent 
(55%) of adjacent residential property owners, including those adjoining 
and immediately across the street. 

7. If the applicant does not submit the information listed above within ten days 
of the neighborhood meeting, the application shall be considered 
incomplete and the applicant will be required to conduct a new meeting. 

8. If the signatures of at least fifty-five percent of neighboring property owners 
cannot be secured the applicant may apply to the City Council to obtain a 
Resolution granting the STR Type 2 permit. 

9. The City shall have the authority from time to time to prepare forms to 
implement this section including a sample affidavit form, application forms, 
and forms for notice, forms for proof of ownership, and other appropriate 
requirements.  

(3) Short-Term Rental Type 3 
(a) This section shall apply to a Short-Term Rental use that: 

1. is rented for a period of less than 30 consecutive days; and 
2. is not located in an R-SF or R-TH zoning district. 

(b) The following provisions shall apply to a Short-Term Rental Type 3: 
1. No more than two Short-Term Rental Type 3 units are allowed on a 

premise.  
2. A Short-Term Rental Type 3 shall provide notification as required by 

Section 36-472(4). 
3. A Short-Term Rental Type 3 unit shall not be rented solely for receptions, 

parties, weddings or any similar activities. 
4. It shall be a violation of this section for an owner or operator to advertise 

or promote or to use a third-party intermediary to advertise or promote a 
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Short-Term Rental Type 3 which is not in compliance with the provisions of 
this section. 

(c) A certificate of occupancy shall be obtained in accordance with Section 36-333,
Certificate of occupancy.

(d) Annual business license shall be obtained.

(4) Short-Term Rental Notification Requirements.
(a) The owner of a Short-Term Rental shall post, conspicuously in each rental unit the

following information:
1. The names and contact information of the person or persons responsible

for the day-to-day operations of the Short-Term Rental;
2. The certificate of occupancy and business license number;
3. The restrictions on noise applicable under Section 36-485, Noise

standards., including limitations on the use of amplified sound;
4. Any applicable parking restrictions;
5. Trash collection schedule;
6. That the Short-Term Rental unit may not be rented solely for receptions,

parties, weddings or other similar events.

(5) Short-Term Rental Revocation, Suspension or Denial of a License.
(a) The Director of Building Development Services may immediately revoke or

suspend the license, or deny either the issuance or renewal thereof, if it is found
that:

1. The owner or operator failed to comply with the Short-Term Rental
requirements in this section or any other city codes and ordinances. The
director may suspend, revoke or deny an application to renew a Short-
Term Rental license for a period of 12 months. During that time, another
Short-Term Rental may be established following the requirements and
cause the revoked or denied Short-Term Rental from being re-
established due to the separation requirement.

2. The director of building development services may, in writing, suspend,
deny or revoke a license issued under provisions of this section whenever
the license is issued on the basis of a misstatement of fact, fraud, or
noncompliance with this article.

3. When a Short-Term Rental license is denied by the director of building
development services, written notice shall be given of the denial to the
owner, together with a brief written statement of the reason for the denial.
Such denials shall have referenced the section of this article or other
pertinent code used as a standard for the basis of denial.

4. If the director of building development services denies, suspends or
revokes the license, the owner may file an appeal request to City
Council.

(6) Transferability.
(a) The owner of a licensed Short-Term Rental may transfer the property along with the

permitted use to another, subject to the transferee completing an application and
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providing all required information to the City. This transfer does not trigger a new 
Certificate of Occupancy inspection by virtue of the transfer alone. 

(7) Implementation.
(a) For the purpose of the implementation of the Short-Term Rental uses and fairness in

dealing with potential conflicts based on density limitations. Applications for Short-
Term Rentals shall commence two weeks after the passage of this ordinance.

(b) Implementation and Suspension of Density Limitations.
Applicants filing an application for a Short-Term Rental Type 2 within the first thirty
(30) days following passage of this ordinance shall not be subject to the density
limitations set forth in 36-472(2)(d)(1). Applications received after this initial period
will be subject to this density.
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From: Smith, Mary Lilly
To: Werland, Amy; Neal, Daniel; Hosmer, Bob
Subject: RE: Please Consider these minor revisions to the newest Proposed Short-Term Rental Proposal
Date: Monday, November 26, 2018 3:41:12 PM
Attachments: STRAdjacentOwnerConsentFormandAffidavit-1.pdf

Please include this in the Planning and Zoning Commission packets.

The purpose of this email is to correct one of the statements made below.  Mr. Dalzell indicates that
the requirement that a potential Short-Term Rental Type 2 operator obtain notarized signatures
from 55% of the adjacent property owners is impractical.  The substitute ordinance does not require
that the signatures of the individual adjacent property owners be notarized.  Rather, it requires that
the potential operator provide a notarized affidavit containing the signatures.  We mirrored this
provision after Kansas City’s.  I’ve attached a copy of their affidavit form showing how this works in
Kansas City. 

While we aren’t requiring individual notarized signatures for this consent form, I would note that
zoning protest petitions are required to be notarized so it would not be out of the norm to require
individual notarized signatures.

Please let me know if you have any questions about this information.

Mary Lilly Smith
Planning and Development Director
City of Springfield, Missouri
417/864-1094
www.springfieldmo.gov

From: Werland, Amy 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 9:17 AM
To: Neal, Daniel <Dneal@springfieldmo.gov>; Hosmer, Bob <BHosmer@springfieldmo.gov>; Smith,
Mary Lilly <mlsmith@springfieldmo.gov>
Subject: FW: Please Consider these minor revisions to the newest Proposed Short-Term Rental
Proposal

This came to me this morning.

Amy

From: Todd Dalzell <tdalzell@midmobank.com> 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 7:01 AM
To: Werland, Amy <awerland@springfieldmo.gov>
Subject: FW: Please Consider these minor revisions to the newest Proposed Short-Term Rental
Proposal
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SHORT TERM RENTAL 


ADJACENT OWNER CONSENT AFFIDAVIT 


 


 


Address of Proposed Short Term Rental____________________________________________________ 


 


 


STATE OF ) 


COUNTY OF ) 


 


 


The undersigned hereby states that the undersigned verified the ownership of each residential property 


adjacent to the above-referenced address as defined in section 88-321-03-B.4.a and obtained written 


consent of the proposed short term rental at the above-referenced address from at least 55% of said 


owners as shown on Exhibit 1 and attached hereto.  The undersigned further states that he or she personally 


witnessed the signatures contained on Exhibit 1 and that each person signed Exhibit 1 in the undersigned’s 


presence.   


 


(Corporate Seal**) ____________________________________ 


 Signature of Property Owner 


 


 ____________________________________ 


  Typed or Printed Name 


 


ATTEST: ____________________________________ 


 Title 


 


_________________________________  ____________________________________ 


Corporate Secretary Name of Company or Organization 


(If no seal)        (If Applicable) 


 


 


 


 


Subscribed and sworn to before me a notary public on this _________________ day of 


_________________________, 20 _______. 


 


 


 


_____________________________  


Notary Public 


 


My Commission expires:  _________________________ 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  EXHIBIT 1. 
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SHORT TERM RENTAL 


ADJACENT OWNER CONSENT FORM 


 


The undersigned hereby certifies that I/we are the owners of property referenced below and that I/we 


consent to the proposed short term rental located at _________________________________________________. 


 


In addition, each individual signing in a representative capacity hereby affirms that he or she is 


authorized to sign on behalf of said owner.   


 


*If the ownership is under two or more individuals, each individual must sign this form. 


**The address and owner of record of all adjacent residential properties must be listed below, whether 


they consent or not.  Only the owner’s signature constitutes consent. 


 


Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Signature(s) of Owners 


 


 


_____________________________ _________________          


Title  


 


 


Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Signature(s) of Owners 


 


 


_____________________________ _________________          


Title  


 


 


Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Signature(s) of Owners 


 


 


_____________________________ _________________          


Title  
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Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Signature(s) of Owners 


 


 


_____________________________ _________________          


Title  


 


 


Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Signature(s) of Owners 


 


 


_____________________________ _________________          


Title  


 


 


Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Signature(s) of Owners 


 


 


_____________________________ _________________          


Title  


 


Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Signature(s) of Owners 


 


 


_____________________________ _________________          


Title  
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Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Signature(s) of Owners 


 


 


_____________________________ _________________          


Title  


 


 


Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Signature(s) of Owners 


 


 


_____________________________ _________________          


Title  


 


 


Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Signature(s) of Owners 


 


 


_____________________________ _________________          


Title  


 


Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Signature(s) of Owners 


 


 


_____________________________ _________________          


Title  
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Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Signature(s) of Owners 


 


 


_____________________________ _________________          


Title  


 


 


Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Signature(s) of Owners 


 


 


_____________________________ _________________          


Title  


 


 


Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Signature(s) of Owners 


 


 


_____________________________ _________________          


Title  


 


 


Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 


 


 


_____________________________ ________________          


Signature(s) of Owners 


 


_____________________________ _________________          


Title  







This message was sent securely using Zix®

Please provide this to the members of the Planning and Zoning Committee that are working on the
STR proposal.   Thank you Amy!

Todd W. Dalzell, CRCM
Mid-Missouri Bank
Office:  417-890-2964
Cell:  417-496-1355
tdalzell@midmobank.com

From: Todd Dalzell 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2018 6:50 AM
To: kmcclure@springfieldmo.gov; pferguson@springfieldmo.gov; Prater, Tom;
mschilling@springfieldmo.gov; jfisk@springfieldmo.gov; chosmer@springfieldmo.gov;
msimpson@springfieldmo.gov; Ollis, Richard; alear@springfieldmo.gov
Cc: Werland, Amy; tkimberlin@springfieldmo.org; jhorner910@att.net; Julieblackmon@gmail.com
Subject: Please Consider these minor revisions to the newest Proposed Short-Term Rental Proposal

This proposal is based on the framework of the latest Planning and Zoning Committee proposal and
has broad support of STR Owners and also received a favorable response from Tracy Kimberlin
President of Springfield’s Convention and Visitors Bureau.   This accomplishes everything in the latest
proposal but is much more workable for everyone.

Introduction:

I own a Type I and Type 2 Short Term Rental.   I have participated in numerous hearings and have
listened to all parties involved: City Administrators, City Council Members, Concerned Citizens, Hotel
Industry Representatives and other Short Term Rental (STR) Owners.  I have given this considerable
thought and now I have constructed a proposal that I believe will accommodate all the concerns of
all the parties involved.  Since it does not appear the City is willing to simply change the definition of
a residential rental by deleting the “30 day” wording, I propose these ordinances which are simple,
fair and easy to comply with.  These should apply to all STR Owners NOT just those that advertised
on popular websites as previous proposals have suggested.

Type 1, 2 and 3 STRs are subject to proposals 1 and 2.

Type 2 also subject to proposal 3

Type 3 also subject to proposal 4

Maintain the Type 1, 2 and 3 definitions as proposed in the latest Planning and Zoning Proposal
except exclude any references to distance restrictions.

Proposal:
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1) Require all STR Owners to register with the City in the same manner and on the same online
platform as is currently required by Long Term Rental Owners.

   Commentary: This will open a direct line of communication with the City and each STR Owner.   In
the event a complaint is filed with the City, City Administrators will have easy access to the

STR Owners and will be able to expedite resolutions to a complaint.  Any STR
Owners that do not registered within 60 days of passage of the Ordinance will be subject to fines.

This process is also fair in comparison to requirements for Long Term Rental
Owners.  Much of the conversation from those concerned about STRs pertains to "Changing the

 Character  of a  Neighborhood." There is nothing that changes the character of a
neighborhood more dramatically than having a bad Long Term Renter in a neighborhood.  Less than

 40% of the Springfield community owns their own house.   It seems obvious that a
bigger concern is ensuring Long Term Rentals are properly managed.  If you compare the upkeep

 of STR vs. LTR rentals, STR maintenance is far superior to LTR.

I have heard concerned citizens say "it bothers them they don't know the tenants." 
This concern could be applied to owner occupied dwellings.  While it is nice to get to know
your

neighbors  over time, it is not reasonable to consider this concern in city legislation. 
I have lived on Elm Street since 2007.  I am a social person, but I barely "know" 30%
of the neighbors around my house.   It is not the City’s Administrators responsibility
to accommodate nosey citizens.  If a tenant is not causing harm or a nuisance, this is
not a legitimate complaint.  It simply make no difference how long a tenant occupies
a dwelling.

In summary, none of the alleged complaints I have heard are specific to STRs.  These
complaints could apply to any type of tenant: Owner-Occupied, Long Term Renter or
Short Term Renter.  So it  makes complete sense to use the same registration
procedures required of Long Term Rental Owners.

2) Require STR Owners to sign an affidavit that spells out that the house will not be solely used for
social gatherings (ie weddings, birthday parties, reunions).  Wording should require the STR
     Owner to devise house rules and communicate those rules to tenants that are directed at
avoiding nuisances with surrounding neighbors (i.e. parking, trash disposal and city noise
ordinances). 
     Wording should require the STR Owner to provide adjoining neighbors on each side of the
property and directly across the street from the subject property the STR Owner's contact
information.

    Only new Type 2 STRs would be required to obtain the Affidavit from adjoining neighbors as
proposed in planning and zoning most recent proposal (no Public Notary Requirment).
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   Commentary:  This will help lessen the likelihood neighbors are not subject to any nuisances
caused by STR rental tenants.  Requiring the STR Owner to provide neighbors contact information
                                provides a means to resolve  complaints in an informal manner.
 

The practicality of owners holding special meetings with neighbors and/or asking
neighbors to sign an affidavit endorsing a STR is NOT reasonable.  Regardless of
the content of the Affidavit,  any reasonable person would not willing sign a
document that could be used to infringe their rights to complain at some future
time.  It is not reasonable to expect a
neighbor to be bound infinitely by a legal document that provides open-end
endorsement to the use of a property in close proximity to theirs.  No one in their
right mind would sign that.  Furthermore, asking the STR Owner to obtain
 Notarized Signatures is completely impractical.  How would that work ?  Do you
expect STR Owners to hire a Notary Public to accompany them to these meetings
with neighbors.  Surely you would not expect the neighbor to take a copy to go do a
Signature Notary on their own time and at their own expense on their own
recognizance.  Do you think a STR Owner is going to risk forging a neighbor's name?
  Seriously, put yourself in the shoes of a STR Owner who is in good faith trying to
comply with City Ordinances.  Is it reasonable, necessary or practical to ask a STR
Owner to go request  permission, including obtaining affidavit signatures, to utilize
their property in innocent manner?   My proposal binds the STR Owner to specific
conduct.   There is no need to obtain official endorsements from neighbors.
 
The lottery idea on existing Type 2 STRs is totally unreasonable.  Decisions and
regulations should be based on well thought out criteria not random selections
with no basis.
 
Many of the neighbors STR Owner would be dealing with are LTR tenants.  Does a
tenant of a LTR property have the legal interest to make decisions of the utility of a
neighboring  property?   Some the owners of the neighboring properties may not
even live in Springfield, MO or may be owned by a corporation.

 
The City already has a complaint process in place.  If a neighbor has a "legitimate"

complaint, deal with it through the process that is already in place.  Proposal #2 goes a long
way in

                                preventing  complaints.
 
3)  Require STR owners to obtain a permit for the STR  property that is non-transferable with
ownership.  This permit should be reasonably priced not to exceed $300.
 
Commentary:    Although it appears this permit is basically a barrier to entry, it would provide a tool
to stop STR rental activity if the property is not being managed reasonably.  The City could revoke

this permit if legitimate complaints are not adequately addressed after a hearing in
accordance with protocol that is currently in place.

Having a non-transferable permit is also fair for all citizens and it does provide
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positive consideration for those concerned about "changing the character of the
neighborhood."  STR should not be designated to remain STR forever.  Issuing a non-
transferable permit eliminates the need to place distance restrictions because it
opens up the use of the property for

 owner-occupied or LTR rental occupancy at some future date.

The distance restriction ordinances that have been proposed are a complete stomp
on property rights of all citizens.  These distance restrictions will diminish the value
of surrounding dwellings by limiting their utility; thereby adversely affecting the
market value of the surrounding dwellings compared to STRs.  It is simply not fair to
pick and choose what property owners can do STR simply by  distance.  As stated
above, STR are maintained very well and as long as the owner is managing the
property responsibly, why does it matter how many there are in a neighborhood?

There are already numerous barrier to entering the STR market.   The cost
associated is materially  more than operating a LTR.  You have to furnish the house
($15,000-$25,000), you have to deal with customers (24/7), you have to do most of
the manual labor operating the STRs if you are going to be able to price them to
compete in the market and make a reasonable profit.  STR Owners ALSO PAY SALES
TAX which is not required by LTR owners.  Even doing everything right and doing
most of the manual labor, the profit margin is not much more than doing a LTR
rental.  The biggest advantage is owners of STR rentals are frequently in the dwelling
so maintenance of the property is frequently checked. This is a big advantage over
maintaining a LTR, often problems go unreported and end up costing much more to
fix.

The STR business is not easy.  It takes a special personality and a lot of time
commitment to make the STR successful.  The number of people doing STRs may be
growing but many of those new  ventures will not last.  It is simply too much time
and expense for most people to make it worth their while.  A lot of that growth
reported at the last meeting is likely
people renting a bed room (it is has become especially popular with College
Students that rent houses).  Not all of that growth is from new Type II and Type III
STRs.

4) Limit multi-dwelling buildings to no more than 2  units per building.

Commentary:  This is fair to the hotel industry.  Allowing a multi-dwelling building to operate
extensive STR is basically blurring the lines of the intent of the building.  Allowing more than 2

 would by definition start resembling a Hotel.

Feel free to call me if you have any questions.
Todd W. Dalzell, CRCM
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Mid-Missouri Bank
Office:  417-890-2964
Cell:  417-496-1355
tdalzell@midmobank.com
 

To send me an encrypted email securely, please visit our secure email portal at http://secure.midmobank.com. 

This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or
entity to which they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by the attorney-client
privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any
use, dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this email is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-
mail in error, please immediately notify MMB Support Staff by calling 417-890-7208, option 1. You may be
reimbursed for reasonable costs incurred in notifying us.

This message was secured by Zix®.
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SHORT TERM RENTAL 

ADJACENT OWNER CONSENT AFFIDAVIT 

Address of Proposed Short Term Rental____________________________________________________ 

STATE OF ) 

COUNTY OF ) 

The undersigned hereby states that the undersigned verified the ownership of each residential property 

adjacent to the above-referenced address as defined in section 88-321-03-B.4.a and obtained written 

consent of the proposed short term rental at the above-referenced address from at least 55% of said 

owners as shown on Exhibit 1 and attached hereto.  The undersigned further states that he or she personally 

witnessed the signatures contained on Exhibit 1 and that each person signed Exhibit 1 in the undersigned’s 

presence.   

(Corporate Seal**) ____________________________________ 

Signature of Property Owner 

____________________________________ 

Typed or Printed Name 

ATTEST: ____________________________________ 

Title 

_________________________________ ____________________________________ 

Corporate Secretary Name of Company or Organization 

(If no seal) (If Applicable) 

Subscribed and sworn to before me a notary public on this _________________ day of 

_________________________, 20 _______. 

_____________________________ 

Notary Public 

My Commission expires:  _________________________ 

 EXHIBIT 1. 53 of 65
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SHORT TERM RENTAL 

ADJACENT OWNER CONSENT FORM 

 

The undersigned hereby certifies that I/we are the owners of property referenced below and that I/we 

consent to the proposed short term rental located at _________________________________________________. 

 

In addition, each individual signing in a representative capacity hereby affirms that he or she is 

authorized to sign on behalf of said owner.   

 

*If the ownership is under two or more individuals, each individual must sign this form. 

**The address and owner of record of all adjacent residential properties must be listed below, whether 

they consent or not.  Only the owner’s signature constitutes consent. 

 

Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Signature(s) of Owners 

 

 

_____________________________ _________________          

Title  

 

 

Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Signature(s) of Owners 

 

 

_____________________________ _________________          

Title  

 

 

Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Signature(s) of Owners 

 

 

_____________________________ _________________          

Title  
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Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Signature(s) of Owners 

 

 

_____________________________ _________________          

Title  

 

 

Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Signature(s) of Owners 

 

 

_____________________________ _________________          

Title  

 

 

Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Signature(s) of Owners 

 

 

_____________________________ _________________          

Title  

 

Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Signature(s) of Owners 

 

 

_____________________________ _________________          

Title  
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Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Signature(s) of Owners 

 

 

_____________________________ _________________          

Title  

 

 

Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Signature(s) of Owners 

 

 

_____________________________ _________________          

Title  

 

 

Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Signature(s) of Owners 

 

 

_____________________________ _________________          

Title  

 

Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Signature(s) of Owners 

 

 

_____________________________ _________________          

Title  
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Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Signature(s) of Owners 

 

 

_____________________________ _________________          

Title  

 

 

Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Signature(s) of Owners 

 

 

_____________________________ _________________          

Title  

 

 

Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Signature(s) of Owners 

 

 

_____________________________ _________________          

Title  

 

 

Address of Adjacent Property:      ________________________________________________ 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Owner(s) of Record (Typed or Printed) 

 

 

_____________________________ ________________          

Signature(s) of Owners 

 

_____________________________ _________________          

Title  
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From: Smith, Mary Lilly
To: Neal, Daniel
Subject: STR emails for Commission
Date: Thursday, November 29, 2018 10:14:44 AM

Here is the email string
Mary Lilly Smith
Planning and Development Director
City of Springfield, Missouri
417/864-1094

From: Cotter, Anita <acotter@springfieldmo.gov>

Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2018 8:39 AM

To: Gage, Jason; Lewsader, Rhonda; Quigley, Collin; Scott, Cora; Smith, Mary Lilly

Subject: FW: Please Consider these minor revisions to the newest Proposed Short-Term Rental

Proposal

This was sent to all members of Council.

From: Todd Dalzell <tdalzell@midmobank.com>

Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2018 6:47 AM

To: jhorner910@att.net; McClure, Ken <kmcclure@springfieldmo.gov>; Ferguson, Phyllis

<pferguson@springfieldmo.gov>; Prater, Tom <tprater@springfieldmo.gov>; Schilling, Mike

<mschilling@springfieldmo.gov>; Fisk, Jan <jfisk@springfieldmo.gov>; Hosmer, Craig

<chosmer@springfieldmo.gov>; Simpson, Matthew <msimpson@springfieldmo.gov>; Ollis, Richard

<Rollis@springfieldmo.gov>; Lear, Andrew <alear@springfieldmo.gov>

Cc: Werland, Amy <awerland@springfieldmo.gov>; amy.piano1@gmail.com; 'Bob Hosmer'

<thosmer@sbcglobal.net>; Smith, Mary Lilly <mlsmith@springfieldmo.gov>

Subject: RE: Please Consider these minor revisions to the newest Proposed Short-Term Rental Proposal

This message was sent securely using Zix®

The suggestions John Honer put forth below could accomplish a direct communication path to STR

Owner via the registration process.  In that registration, commitments to take steps to properly

management STR properties could be included.   Doing this would dramatically lessen the City’s

Administration cost.    If you had an STR owner that did not register or if you had a legitimate neighbor

complaint, you could trigger the Affidavit process that is outlined in the newest Planning and Zoning

proposal.

Keeping maximum two Units in commercial multi-dwelling structures is fair to the Hotel Industry.
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There is no need to make this overly complex.    The City’s Administration burden will be taxed and

likely additional staff would be required to implement steps that aren’t really needed.  Keeping the

expense to a minimum should be a high priority.

Todd W. Dalzell,CRCM

Mid-Missouri Bank

Office:  417-890-2964

Cell:  417-496-1355

tdalzell@midmobank.com

From:jhorner910@att.net [mailto:jhorner910@att.net]

Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2018 10:34 AM

To: kmcclure@springfieldmo.gov;pferguson@springfieldmo.gov; 'Prater,

Tom';mschilling@springfieldmo.gov; jfisk@springfieldmo.gov;

chosmer@springfieldmo.gov;msimpson@springfieldmo.gov; 'Ollis, Richard';alear@springfieldmo.gov

Cc: 'Werland, Amy'; amy.piano1@gmail.com; 'Bob Hosmer';mlsmith@springfieldmo.gov; Todd Dalzell

Subject: RE: Please Consider these minor revisions to the newest Proposed Short-Term Rental Proposal

This e-mail is from an external source. Please do not open attachments or click links if you do not

expect this email or trust the sender.

I respond to Todd’s message to basically and generally support and endorse his No 1
and No 4 proposals.  As for the suggestion of an affidavit and a permit, I cannot
support.
As I have addressed in previous letters, council presentations, messages, and
personal discussions, It is the opinion of myself and many other STR owners that
most all of the City proposed regulations are impractical and unnecessary.
I agree with Todd that the STR regulation and control should be on a level playing
field with LTRs.  This especially is important with regard to neighborhood meetings
and consent, distance restrictions, business licenses, and Certificates of Occupancy
– none of which are required for LTR despite the fact the STR are far more conducive
to neighborhood betterment and enhancement.
I am particularly concerned, as noted by Todd, of the requirement for neighbor
approval and consent.  This, I believe, carries a high potential of creating bitterness,
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resentment, and conflict among neighbors and can likely establish negative 
relationships in a neighborhood.  Most all of the current STRs, including mine, have 
co-existed in neighborhoods with virtually no opposition or valid complaint.
The distance requirement is quite arbitrary and without logic.  I am somewhat 
perplexed about why a distance restriction taken from the bar and nightclub 
ordinances would be applied to the peaceful and respectful STR establishments.
I appreciate that the City, the council, and the P&Z along with the citizens and 
owners are working together to develop a plan that is workable and satisfactory to 
all.
Please, let the STRs co-exist in peace without undue restriction and regulations as 
they have done for the past 7+ years.

I would appreciate that this message be received by all City Council and P&Z 
members and concerned City personnel.
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From: Smith, Mary Lilly
To: Werland, Amy; Neal, Daniel
Subject: FW: STR
Date: Thursday, November 29, 2018 3:52:55 PM

Please add to Commission packets
 

Mary Lilly Smith
Planning and Development Director
City of Springfield, Missouri
417/864-1094
www.springfieldmo.gov
 
From: Cindy Cox Hodges <bransonhomes@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2018 3:51 PM
To: Todd Dalzell <tdalzell@midmobank.com>; jhorner910@att.net; Julie Blackmon
<julieblackmon@gmail.com>; Werland, Amy <awerland@springfieldmo.gov>;
amy.piano1@gmail.com; Bob Hosmer <thosmer@sbcglobal.net>; Smith, Mary Lilly
<mlsmith@springfieldmo.gov>; cindy@bransonhomes.com; Lesa Bullock <llbullock@mchsi.com>;
Ollis, Richard <Rollis@springfieldmo.gov>
Subject: STR
 
Hello Everyone involved in the STR debate. This is Cindy Hodges. I understand that everyone is not
100 % happy with the amended regulations. Serving on the Stone County board of adjustments I am
familiar with compromise. Therefore, I want to thank the council for their hard work and the
amended regulations. I believe it is in our best interests to accept the amended regulations and put
this subject to bed.I would have liked to see the owners who are currently in operation completely
grandfathered in. Then move on accordingly with the new amended rules in place. That's my opinion
if we were looking for a perfect scenario. 
Thank you, 
Cindy Hodges
Bissman Cottage located @ 425 S. Weller, Springfield, Mo. 65807
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Neal, Daniel

Subject: FW: COMMENTS REQUESTED - Proposed Short-Term Rental and ATM Amendments to P&Z and CC

 
 

From: betsy92slp@yahoo.com <betsy92slp@yahoo.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, December 4, 2018 2:08 PM 
To: Neal, Daniel <Dneal@springfieldmo.gov> 
Subject: Re: COMMENTS REQUESTED ‐ Proposed Short‐Term Rental and ATM Amendments to P&Z and CC 
 
Our Executive Committee for Galloway Village Neighborhood Association met yesterday, with the STR discussion included on our 
agenda. We have only 1 point of discussion: Is there a procedure included should adjacent neighbors determine that having a STR 
next door is no longer feasible?  
 
We are also concerned that there is adequate city staff to monitor any code violations, whether it is short or long term rental 
property. 
 
Thank you for reaching out for input. We are excited to be a part of the city neighborhood associations. 
 
Best regards,  
Betsy Johnson 
Interim Board President 
Galloway Village Neighborhood Association 
 
Sent from my T‐Mobile 4G LTE device 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐ Original message‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Neal, Daniel  
Date: Tue, Nov 20, 2018 11:23 AM 
Subject:COMMENTS REQUESTED ‐ Proposed Short‐Term Rental and ATM Amendments to P&Z and CC 
 

Staff is proposing text amendments (attached) at the Planning and Zoning Commission for public hearing on December 6th, 2018. 

  

Staff is considering adding a new subsection to temporary uses to allow ATMs to be relocated for a short period of time to 
accommodate situations where an ATM must be temporarily moved from an existing location. Staff is considering amendments that 
would factor the size, location, circulation and usage of the property as conditions to allowing an ATM to temporarily (no more than 
24 months) locate in any zoning district (attached). This amendment will go to City Council for public hearing on December 10th.  

  

The Short‐Term Rental Amendments have been remanded with a substitute bill back to P&Z for review with the following changes 
(attached): 

  

Modifies the Short‐Term Rental (STR) Type 1 definition to permit unlimited short‐term rentals in a legal accessory apartment 
located in the primary structure or historic carriage‐house when the property owner is present on the premise.  Type 1s are 
otherwise limited to no more than 95 days in a calendar year when the owner is absent from the premise.  
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Neal, Daniel

From: Roshani Schaefer <roshani.schaefer@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, December 6, 2018 2:07 PM
To: Zoning@springfieldmo.gov
Subject: Short Term Rentals

Hello,  
 
 

My name is Roshani Schaefer. My husband and I recently moved back to Springfield Missouri after spending 
time in Dallas, Memphis, Orlando, and Raleigh. After years away, we heard from friends that Springfield has 
"grown up" since our time in here during high school. Based on the information from our friends, we were 
eager to see for ourselves if this could be a place where we put down roots and start a family.  For us, we 
wanted to live in a place that was constantly progressing- open to change and also welcoming of diverse 
young professionals. So, in October of last year we bought a house in Rountree - an area for us that 
resembled our old neighborhood in Dallas where we can walk to places, bike to downtown, and live in an area 
with diversity. We officially moved in December and made Springfield our home. 
 
 

Like the other roughly 60% of short term rental hosts in Springfield we are a single listing host. We are families, 
single parents, single adults, empty nesters, and young professions. We care deeply about the home we own 
and rent and would never put our families, neighbors or homes in danger of destruction. We are not big 
corporations nor are we people who want our neighborhoods to suffer. Instead, we are people who want to 
open our homes to people visiting Springfield so they can experience it like we do- in the small neighborhoods 
instead of at a hotel on Glenstone. We are people who are opening our homes to supplement our income and 
earn just a little bit extra to help us get by- for me personally, I lost my job when we moved back to Springfield 
and short term rentals has literally become a main source of income for us to help pay for our mortgage and 
other expenses. 
 
 

The regulations proposed by the City are ones that are not coming from a city that has changed in their 
mindset rather these are regulations that are influenced by influential hoteliers and the like. As we have been 
renting our personal primary home for the past 5 months with short term rentals, we have had amazing 
experiences. Since we are in control of who we rent our own home to we have the ability to make sure it is 
people who will respect our home and property. As this is our own personal home it would be an even greater 
threat to ourselves if we rented our home to people who would destroy it or devalue our neighborhood. The 
short term rental platforms have regulations in place to make sure that VETTED people who have been 
reviewed before are staying at our home. Due to the regulations already on sites like Airbnb, I know that my 
home will be kept in great condition when it is rented for a short term rental.  
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My husband and I plan on renting our home while we are traveling next year thus it would be considered a type 
2 rental even though it is our primary home: one that we care extremely about. It is in our personal best interest 
to make sure that those staying here are treating it well. We have hired local help to help manage the property 
while are away thus increasing the monetary gains seen by short term rentals within our community: a local 
cleaning company run by a single mother of two children who is working on getting her education degree and 
the manager of our property who is a recently divorced 58 year old woman who also works at Cox. By making 
the regulation so difficult, you are not only hurting our personal income but also the additional income of those 
who have help supported the short term rental industry.  
 
 

The proposed regulations are designed to make short term rentals FAIL. By imposing such stringent 
regulations, the City of Springfield is yelling loud and clear that they don't want to support individuals like 
myself, our single mother housecleaner, or the 58 year old divorced grandma who manages the property. You 
are telling us that you only care about those who have the ability to financially afford homes that can be fully 
rented long term or you only care about hoteliers who can finance multi-million dollar buildings.  
 
 

In our generation, we welcome the sharing community: Airbnb, VRBO, Uber, Lyft, postmates, and more. These 
companies have built ways for income to spread amongst all people. In order to supplement our income since I 
lost my job, we can open our home and invite people to stay with us. Through that, they get to see a different 
part of Springfield. They get to wake up in a 1930's home and walk over to Cherry Picker X Fare for a coffee, 
they can go to Tea Bar & Bites for lunch, and Tie and Timber for a beer. So, I ask you City Council, please do 
not place regulation just for the sake of regulation. Trust the short term rental owners like you trust the long 
term rental owners. As we are all on platforms like Airbnb, we already deal with strict regulation but those who 
operate long term rentals don’t deal with any regulation at all.  
 
 

To provide you some insight on who we have hosted here are couple of the reviews we have received recently 
from people staying at our personal home:  
 

 From a family of 7 (two adults and five small children) who are moving to Springfield from the LA 
area: Roshani and John’s home was beautiful and welcoming. The location and style was charming. Ro 
was a great communicator, made our comfort a priority, and we would definitely visit again! 
 From a family of 5 visiting from Michigan who spent their first Thanksgiving away from home at 
our home: The accommodations were quite amazing. The house was so clean and there were so many 
special touches the hosts provided to make us feel special! It was a wonderful place to stay, close to so 
many places, but cozy enough we never wanted to leave! 

 
 

I hope you will consider our point of view and insight into this issue. It is important for us financially to continue 
short term rentals as we are relying on the income and seems completely un-American for 55% of our 
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neighbors to determine the fate on whether or not we can continue to make income and help the income of 
others working within the short term rental industry.  
 
All my best, 
Roshani Schaefer 
645 South Kickapoo Avenue  
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